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Banana Festival Guests
To Entertain Governors
Approximately 55 talented students from central and South
America will come to Kentucky
Sepfember 16, to appear before the
Sou'.I,ern Governors' conference at
Kentucky Dam Village on September 17.
The students are being selected
under the supervision of Mrs.
Florence Ballesteros of Quito, Ecuador and they will reside in private
homes in the Fulton area until after the Banana Festival scheduled
for September 28 through October
1.
The group is made up of highly
trained and talented vocalists, artists and instrumentalists who have
received a special invitation from
Governor Edward T. Breathitt who
is hosting the Governors' conference. The Latin-American group
will also be an outstanding feature
of the Fourth International Banana
Festival.
Other entertainment planned for
the Governors' conference in-

eludes the Stephen Foster Group,
the Owensboro PU Band, a fashion
show and a cruise on the Belle of
Louisville through the canal and
Lake Barkley.
A ladies luncheon on Tuesday,
September 20, will feature the
noted artist and naturalist Ray
Harm. Mr. Harm will also display
his work at the International Banana Festival.
Southern and border states will
be represented at the conference
by 17 governors and their first
ladies. They will fly from Kentucky
Dam to Lexington, Saturday afternoon September 17, for a reception and dinner to be held at
Spindletop Hall hosted by Governor
and Mrs. Edward T. Breathitt and
Dr. and Mrs. John Oswald of the
University of Kentucky.
Saturday evening they will attend
the Kentucky-North Carolina football game at Stoll Field and will
return to Kentucky Dam Village by
(Continued on Page Eight)

Brenda McBride
To Visit With
Governor Romney

You'd Better Believe
It! Breathitt Is
Working Man

Brenda McBride, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. L. M. McBride, of
100 Eddings St. Fulton and a Fulton High School student, is going to
visit a nationally-known political
figure. Governor George Romney
at Michigan.
Toe trip is an award for an "editorial" written in support of the
proposed constitution to be on the
November ballot in a project sponsored by Kentucky Youth for a
Better Constitution. Governor Romney spearheaded Michigan's efforts
to write a new constitution in 1963
and the young Kentuckians will
confer with him on the benefits
Michlion has gained since the new
document was approved.
A total of 27 young Kentuckians
will be in the group. They are to
meet at the office oh Governor
Breathitt in Frankfort on Tuesday.
August 23. The group will return
to Frankfort late the next afternmn.

Veep Humphrey,
Other VIP's
Dedicate Dam
The dedication committee and
the Corps of Engineers expect
some 25,000 people to attend the
ceremonies for the dedication of
Barkley Dam to be held August 20.
Vice-President Hubert Humphrey
will make the dedication address.
The Vice-President will be officially greeted by bands from high
schools in Lyon, Trigg and Livingston Counties.
The public is urged to attend
these memorable ceremonies and
be entertained by a list of stars including Roy Acuff, Tex Ritter,
Hank Loclin, Marion Worth and
the Jordanaires. Master of ceremonies will be Tom Butler, news
director of WPSD-TV.
The program will begin at 10:30
a. m., central standard time.

Jt'sings
From

Jo's
]Notebook
I didn't deliberately omit the
column this week. When we get
crowded for space, the news about
you and your friends is far more
important for us to publish than
nit' views and experiences about
things here and there.
It's just as well. The column I
had written was so explosive in its
comment on that foul movie, "This
Property Is Condemned," that perhaps it ought to cool awhile.
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IN MEMORY OF
THE
Cave

Post (Offirc

Born:

July 20, 1860

Died:

July 31, 1966

Interment in the minds
of Cayce visitors and
residents past and
present.

side the railroad tracks. It was
from Hardy Cayce that the community received its name that was
changed from Cayce's Station to
Cayce Station in 1874. The name
was officially changed to Cayce on
December 13, 1880.
Like many another agricultural
community in the halcyon days of
yester-year, Cayce was once a
thriving community. Drummers,
the sales people of another era,
alighted from the passenger trains
that once stopped at Cayce, and
sold their wares to the village
merc:tants.
Yet, with all the hustle and
bustle in its hey-day, the postoffice stood as a sentinel of community solidarity, the place to
meet and visit with neighbors, the
place where good news and bad was
received and shared, wnere business deals were transacted, where
the good times of the day were
pleasantly exchanged.
It is no wonder that a pall of
gloom hangs over the hearts of
Cayce's residents. They reel that
they have lost their identity, not
only as a community, but because
the post-mark of the home of the
"In ye engineer," may some day
also fade into oblivion.
The town of Cayce has served
many years as the historical background for the brave engi.Ler

Casey Jones who has been :inmortalized in many a song and
poem.
Casey Jones lived in Cayce as 3
boy and it was from the town thaz
he received his name. His family
home was just across the railroad
track, a few yards away from the
now deserted post office.
The man is immortalized but the
town is not. It has had to f.g1 t,
through its people, for every bit of
recognition that it could gain. Its
history still remains obscure to
many a tourist, though any who
have studied the life of Casey
Jones have realized that he lived
there, was loved there and received his long remembered name from
the town.
Fighting to save the life of the
post office, two hundred people
signed a petition, to no avail. Letters and pleas to the post office department in Cincinnati and to the
local representatives in. the Commonwealth of Kentucky were like
so many cancelled stamps.
Thinking in terms of saving the
lift of the post office, the focal
point of any town, Mrs. Earl Tibbs,
postmistress from July 30, 1962,
resigned her position, believing that
Mrs, Blanche Menees would make
a lower and suitable offer for the
post office contract which could
'cave been renewed in July.
Learning that the post office

See You In 1970Is Farewell
Greeting For 1927-'28 Class

Registration Books
To Close Sept. 10th

A class reunion for 1970 has already been voted upon by the happy
"youngsters" attending the reunion
at ilk- South Fulton High School
classes of 1927 and 1928, held SatRegistration to vote in the No- urday, August 6.
vember 8, election will be closed
In retrospect those merry years
"( ptember 10.
One must be 18 years old on or seemed even merrier for as youngbefore election day and must have stem they were somewhat oblivilived in Kentucky one year, his ous to the depression years ahnd
county six months and his precinct of them.
60 days before he is eligible to
Ethel Mae Matthews Bright,
register and vote.
William Smith, Katherine Gibbs
Palmer, Frank Gibbs, Mary Lou
Pickle Gibbs and Lorene Wright
RE-SCHEDULEDI
Reeks all of Fulton thought of the
The Dad and Lad Camporee orig- fringed skirts that have now reinally scheduled for August 13 and gained their popularity and the
11, was rained out and rescheduled bulky fur coats that every boy
for August 27 and 28. Pack 40 cub longed to wear.
scouts will convene with their dads
Out of town members of the 1927
on Saturday afternoon at the Kitty
League park.

Haws Memorial
Hickman County Joins Others In
Library Receives Medicare Suit
Operating Funds

rairY

Uek-

"umber 33

class attending were Mr. and Mrs.
W. B. Byrd of Memphis; Mr. and
Mrs. John Flake of Jackson, Tennessee; Mr. and Mrs. John A,
Peterson of Urbana, Illinois; Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Wood of Festus, Missoa.i and Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm
Latta of Nashville.
The Charleston was happily recalled by Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lee
Bolin of Clinton, Mrs. Osier Morris
of Paducah, Mr. and Mrs. John
Powell Emersou of PlliirOak and
Mrs. Carl Rhodes of Cuba, Ky.
The classes paid silent tribute tp
their deceased members Delma
Jonakin, Bill Houston, Jonelle
Rogers, Charlene Wills, Mozelle
Oliver Sams and Martha Whitlatch
Kentedy,
(Continued on Page Five)

Immunization Records
Being Made Available

On Thursday and Friday, August
Via and 26, during the hours of 8 to
1-1 a. m. ant 1 to 3 p. m., any Fultan school child needing immunization certificate may obtain same if
Haws Memorial Nursing Home of he or she has a current
immunizaFulton has joined eight other nurs- tion record.
ing homes in Kentucky and filed
If the immunization was received
suit in Franklin Circuit Court, from a private physician, the
cerFrankfort, attacking new regula- tificate will be furnished
by him.
tions covering their homes.
If received at the Health Center,
Defendants in the action were It may be obtained there.
the state Health Department, the
sate Department of Economic Security and the Louisville-Jefferson
Dogs, We Erredl
County Board of,Health.
The suit chafites that if regulaTerry Norman and Carr schools
tions recently adopted by the state will have registration and book day
Board of Health are carried out, for grades 1 through S on August
they could force the closing or re- 25. Registration and book day for
modeling of the nursing homes.
grades 7 through 12 will be held at
Particular reference was made the high School August 26, instead
in the suit to a regulation requiring of August 29, as incorrectly stated
(Continued on Page Eight)
in the News last week. •

OLD-TIME SWIVEL CHAIR sits in majestic loneliness in front
of Case's last post office building, now converted to a dwelling.
would be closed upon her resignation, Mrs. Tibbs wrote her representative saying that she did not
intend for her resignation to terminate the post office and that she
would not have tendered her `resignation if she had known it would
lead to such a catastrophe.

vealed that it was customary to
continue the contract with the conMilder, providing the
terms were being performed to the
satisfaction of the department.)
Her letters, the petition, the proposal of Igrs. Menees, all were
ignored and the.tiny post office was
(Although her contract was up forced to close its doors by an official edict from the post office
for renewal, postoffice officials redepartitient in Cincinnati, she said,
The post office became "ill'' and
began to lose ground about 1960
when it was reduced from a 4th
e:uss post office to a sub-station of
the Fulton Post Office, but throu.,;)
the efforts of Mrs. Tibbs the patronage increased to such a point
I hat in 19ti4, Mrs. Wilts submitted
a resume requesting that the Cayce
post -office regain - its fourth
class status, bat her summary was
evidently not considered substantial enough to warrant the status.
A local businessman even offered
to erect a building to meet the
specifications of a Fourth class post

country to extend the right hand
of friendship in greeting to our
South American neighbors.
As our hands reach across the
border and clasp together in
friendship and understanding we
will form together a real threat
against the ugly disease of communism.
Constantly characterized as bebig an aristocratic, domineering
people, we can In this manner
refute the ugly picture presented
to our southern neighbors by the
communists.
By having students, teachers
and leaders in our homes we can

dispel whatever qualms they
niay have concerning our general
attitudes. By entertaining them
and in turn, their entertaining
us, we can exchange cultures
and attitudes in a manner that
could not be done under any
other circumstances.
So the lowly banana is fulfilling
a fine purpose. It is a "go between" a source of common interest between North and South
America. The bananas, like children, are raised and nurtured in
South America and sent out like
children to North America where
they are further nurtured and

temporary

(41.1
fintfer the contract that Mrs.
Tibbs held operatingstlic post office
as a Fulton sub-station. Mrs. Tibbs
secured the boxes which were in
turn rented by the patrons. The
rent in its entirety was turned in
to the. government as post office
revenue, eis was required. No remuneration is given the postmaster
for the purchase of the box itself.
Until July 31, there were 68 hones
in use at Cayce with three to four
There were 7
THE SONG IS ENDED but the melody lingers on: Post office sign that families to a box.
general delivery boxes.
formerly hung over the front awning now fills up a crack alongside the
"Not only is it necessary for the
postmaster to purchase the boxes
back door.
but he must also pay for the heat,
utilities and whatever labor is
necessary," Mrs: Tibbs said.
The stipend is small, and after
deducting these expenses it leaves
(CoaOuted on Puge might)

Troopers File Murder Charges In
Death Of Youth Killed In Accident

Second degree murder charges
have been filed by state troopers
againgt Howard E. Jones, 18 year
old Negro in connection with the
death of Richard Dalton Lawrence,
18. of Route 3 Hickman.
Jones a resident of the State
Line Road between Union City and
Hickman was ordered held to the
Obion County grand jury under a
83000 bond.
Jimmy Lee Jones. Dwight D.
Brown, Raymond C. Jones, David
Flanigan and Shannon Crumble
passengers in the Jones automobile
were charged with being accessories and each of them were placed
under a $1000 bond.
State trooper Tom Kilpatrick
said the sextet is charged in connection with the death of Lawrence
who was killed Monday afternoon

when his car left the Union City
Hickman Highway and slammed a
tree broadside. Injured in the accident was a companion of the Lawrence
youth, Charles
Dwight
Brown, 18, also of Hickman. Brown
suffered minor injuries and was
released from the hospital Tuesday
afternoon.
Trooper Kilpatrick said Jones is
charged with deliberately running
the Lawrence car off the highway
after first being passed by the Lawrence car. Jones has denied the
charges.
Funeral services for Lawrence,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Lawrence of Hickman were held Wednesday afternoon at the Barrett
Funeral Home of Hickman. Rev.
Vester Moreland, pastor of the
(Continued on Page Eight,

Festival Handshake Can Replace Weapon Hand of Communism

by Jackie Caraway
The custom of shaking hands
You probably will hear that I
called every mother, of every started long ago when men ofchild I knew who was in the show, fered their right, or weapon
and ,se got them to leave ... much hands, in greeting to show that
to the appreciation of the parents they were not carrying arms.
and the young people, they didn't
Wuen it is Fourth International
want to be there anyway—but what Banana Festival time in the twin
else does our community offer/
cites of' Fulton, Kentucky and
There's going to be a time in the South Fulton, Tenhessee, from
not too distant future when this September 28, through October 1,
apathy about our moral decline is this year, this custom will be
gulag to explode right in our faces continued.
Fultonians will be joined by
• . . and with proper justification.
We're spinning our wheels with representatives from Washington
D. C., by the finest artists, craftshypocrisy, is all I can say.
men and entertainers of this
PIt tell you more next week.

:S

Cayce Postoffice Closes... Pleasant
Memories Thru Century Will Live On

Last week a group of Banana
Festival officials journeyed to
Kentucky Dam Village for a
meeting with
Governor Ned
Breathitt. Looking for a meetby JACKIE CARAWAY
ing place in the crowded dining.
room, Governor Breathitt found
and Jo Westpfutling
one, arranged the tables, placed
The
passing
of the Cayce Post
the chairs and then seated the
group .
all of whom were so Office on July 31, marked a tragstartled at the high level service edy in the lives of some 200 patrons
and hit the town of Cayce with a
they couldn't even offer help.
But the Festival president goes severe blow to its community
Tide!
one better this week,
Calling the Governor's office
It has been 106 years since Hardy
for a staff assistant, a familar
Cayce was appointed the first postvoice answered the phone by just
master and Cayce's Station was
saying "hello."
established as the community beRecognizing the voice the caller said: "Is that you Governor
Breathitt?"
"Sure, it is," he said. "What's
wrong with a governor answering
his own phone"
"Nothing," gulped the caller.
She got a first hand answer to
the matter she was calling about
anyhow.

The Hickman County School
Board paid the necessary $600, under the 1965-66 contract, to the
State Department of Libraries last
week. This payment enabled the
Hickman County Library to be reinstated for state and federal assistance, director Margaret Willis
announced this week.
Superintendent Dentis McDaniels
stated that the board did not previously have the necessary funds to
make the contract payment. (Editor's note: Since the second section
goes to press earlier the story on
page 5 does not reveal this infer-

:O
K
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cared for while in transit. When
they reach their destination they
have fulfilled their purpose. They
have done as their parent farmer
no desired and the Fultonian is
as proud as the grower is of his
handiwork.
It is only fitting then that once
a year through this common interest we should see what other
values we share, for where there
is one common interest, there
must be many more. Therefore,
join with us this year to make the
fourth the finest banana festival.
It will take only your time and
you will be entertained and In-

spired as you show by your presence that you are a fine God
fearing American. Come prepared to extend your personal hand
of friendship to any of the some
three hundred South Amerieans
who will be here, show by the
smile on your face the love in
your heart for your fellowman.
As you extend your right hand
in greeting it will be a knife in
the body of communism.
If a man take no thought about
what is distant, he will find sorrow near at hand." . . Confucius.

Miss Bizwell
To Compete In
State Pageant
Miss Annette Bizwell, attractive
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. E. L.
Bizwell of Route 4, Fulton will
compete with twenty other corp
testants from throughout the state
Augast 23-24, in Louisville for the
title of Miss Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation. The
winner will also have the honor of
representing Kentucky in the National Contest in San Francisco,
California to be held in February
of 1967.
Miss Rural Cordiality will also
be selected after the first appearance of the contestants before the
public. The winner of the Miss
Cordiality title is selected by the
contestants themselves, however,
she will not be announced until the
final night of the contest, and will
receive an engraved silver tray.
The first place Winner will receive the trip to San Francisco, a
silver tea service, a miniature
crown, a portable television set
and a portable stereo.
First runner-up will receive a
second place sash, a diamond wrist
watch and serve as an alternate in
the National Finals.
The contestants earned the eight
to participate in the state pageant
by winning local contests held during the rural electric cooperatives'
annual membership meetings during July.

;rye,lolnagato
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Editors and Publishers

Candle

MESSAGES
There's a poetry of silence in a wood.

Senator Cooper's Support Of Legislation To
Allow Prayer In Schools is Encouraging News
John Sherman Cooper, the dis-iinguished senator from Kentucky, is
nme of the most highly respected
members of the United States Congress. The esteem in which be is held
among both political parties in the
United States is clearly evident by.
the high level and sensitive assignments he has been given by President
Johnson and the late and beloved
President John F. Kennedy.
Such respect and eminence
does not come about by happenstance. Senator Cooper is also one of
the hardest-working members of the
U. S. Congress. It is reassuring, even
refreshing to know that regardless of
a Kentuckian's political allegiance,
Senator Cooper is right there, his office doors wide open, to help with
whatever matter is at hand, no matter how difficult.
Bearing this in mind, those of us
who have been appalled at the ban on
prayer in schools, can feel a measure
of hope that Senator Cooper is giving
his support and influence to an amendment that would allow prayers
to be recited in public schools.
The following is a message sent
to the News by Senator Cooper this
week. We hope that you will write to
him to let him know how deeply you

appreciate his interest in this vitally
important legislation.
Here is the message:
"I am a co-sponsor with Senator
Dirksen of the amendment and I am
asking the committee to report it to
the Senate favorably," Senator Cooper said.
"I cannot see what harm might
come from children saying a prayer
of their own in school," Senator
Cooper said. "I agree that the state
authorities or the school authorities
should not write a prayer for the
children to say, for that could be governmental interference with religion,
and I do not think the authorities
would want to do that.
"But I believe that any child who
wants to should be allowed to say a
prayer he.has learned at home or at
his own church," Senator Cooper said.
"No one is being forced to pray
that way — it is entirely voluntary,
and I believe the founding fathers did
not intend that such prayers should
be forbidden when the constitutional
provision on church-state separation
was written," Senator Cooper said.
"The amendment would allow a
voluntary expression of faith in God,
and I cannot see any valid objection
to that," Senator Cooper said. "I
think it is right."

Famed Editor Concludes Speech With Challenge
To Editors And Readers To Do Something Now!
Concluding Article
1This is the conCluding article in
a series we have published quoting a
speech made by famed Tulsa editor
and columnist, Jenkin Lloyd Jones.
Last week Mr. Jones was commenting on the low calibre of modern literiture. He continues this comment,
with a challenge to editors and readers of this newspaper to do something
about it.)
About Our National Moials
by Jenkin Lloyd Jones
We have our latter-day historical
novels in which the romance of man's
upward movement from savagery is
lost in a confused welter of bundlings
and tumblings. The foreign reader of
one of these epics on the development
of the American West must marvel
that our forefathers found time to
quell the Comanches, plow up Kansas and build the trans-continental
railroad while spending practically
all their time in the hay.
Don Maxwell of the Chicago
Tribune has recently asked his book
department to quit advertising scatological literature by including it in
the list of best sellers. The critics and
the book publishers have denounced
him for tampering with the facts. I
would like to raise a somewhat larger
question: Who is tampering with the
soul of America?
FOR NATIONS do have souls.
They have collective personalities.
People who think well of themselves
collectively exhibit elan and enthusiasm and morale. When nations cease
believing in themselves, when they
regard their institutions with cynicism and their traditions with flippancy they will not long remain great
nations.
'Let's Get It Fixed'
It is time we hit the sawdust
trail. It is time we revived the idea
that there is such a thing as sin—just
plain old willful sin. It is time we
Published Every Thursday of Tim Year
at 209 Commercial Avis, Fulton., Ky. 42041
Second - class postage paid at Fulton. Ky. 42041.
Votoci one of Kentucky's "Seat All Around"
Weekly Papers.
A member of Ilosi Kentucky Press Ausisclattan
Suecosser of varlets weekly papers In Pullen
she first of which was Bonded In M.

brought self-discipline back into
style. And who has a greater responsibility at this hour than we, the gentlemen of the press?
So I suggest:
— Let's look to our educational
institutions at the local level, and if
Johnny can't read by the time he's
ready to get married let's find out
why.
— Let's look at the distribution
of public largesse and if, far from alleviating human misery, it is producing the sloth and irresponsibility that
intensifies it, let's get it fixed.
— Let's quit being bulldozed and
bedazzled by self-appointed long
hairs,Let's have the guts to say that
a book is dirt if that's what we think
of it, or that a painting may well be a
daub if you can't figure out which
way to hang it. And if some beatnik
welds together a collection of rusty,
cogwheels and old corset stays and
claims it's a greater sculpture than
Michelangelo's "David" let's have
the courage to say that it looks like
junk and probably is.
— Let's blow the whistle on
plays that would bring blushes to an
American Legion stag party. Let's
not be awed by movie characters
with barnyard morals even if some of
them have been photographed climbing aboard the Presidential yacht.
Let us pay more attention in our
news columns to the decent people
everywhere who are trying lo do
something for the good of others.
In short, gentlemen, let's cover
up the cess-pool and start planting
some flowers.
Well, that's the jeremiad. I never
thought I'd deliver one of these. I
never dreamed I'd go around sounding like an advance man for the
Watch-and-Ward Society. I used to
consider myself quite a liberal young
man. I still think that on some people
bikinis look fine.
Ted Up To Here'
But I am fed up to here with the
educationists and pseudo-social scientists who have under-rated our potential as a people. I am fed up to here
with the medicine men who try to
pass off pretense for art and prurience for literature. I am tired of seeing America debased and low-rated in

If you stand in mystic wonder you will hear.
There's a rhythm that will match your every mood

By Jackie Caraway

And a cadence that will comfort every fear.
Years ago the phone hung from
its wooden perch in the hall. To
get the operator you would use the
8011111 crank on the side, a pleasant
bell would tinkle and one of "the
girls" would answer. There were
more girls in the larger towns but
the small towns usually had two or
three. You would say, "Alice give
me the grocery store," as if Alice
had a whole bunch of them beside
her.

There's a symphony of rapture in the hills.
One small bird can lift the melody along.
And the thunder of its euphemism fills
All the vacant air with chorus of its song.
There's a philosophic wisdom at the shore,
Where persistent waves come clamorously in.

Alice would take hold of a little
tube and poke it into a certain hole
and a little light would go on and
a bell would ring in the grocery
store. This of course was the marvelous switch board.
The switch boara was marvelous,
so were the telephones. They
were so unusual and such a step
into the future at the time that
some older people refused to use
the "contraptions" and if they did
use them they would yell as if they
were calling hogs.
Admittedly it was sometimes
necessary to yell to make the party
hear you. You had to yell extra

There's a mystery of ages in their roar,
And one feels himself to all of time akin.
Whether wood or hill or shore, the.word is clear.
It is here that men are lifted from the sod.
"Whosever hath an ear, then let him hear,"
Foe these are but the messages from God.
— Kelly O'Neall
From The Christian
the eyes of foreigners. And I am
genuinely disturbed that to Idealistic youth in many countries the
fraud of communism appears synonymous with morality, while
we, the chief repository of real
freedom, are regarded as being in
the last stages of decay.
WE CAN LEARN a lesson from
history. Twice before our British
cousins appeared heading into a
collapse of principle, and twice
they drew themselves back. The
British court reached an advanced
stage of corruption under the
Stuarts. But the people rebelled.
And in the wild days of George IV
and William IV it looked as though
Britain were rotting out again. But
the people banged through the reform laws, and under Victoria went
on to the peak of their power.
In this hour of fear, confusion
and self-doubt let, this be the story
of America. Unless I misread the
signs a great number of our people
are ready. Let there be a fresh
breeze, a breeze of new honesty,
new idealism, new integrity.
And there, gentlemen, is where
you come in. You have typewriters,
presses and a huge audience.
TOO SLOW
Americans as a rule frown on
foreigners who do not take up
U. S. citizenship promptly. But the
shoe is on the other foot in Australia, where Immigration Minister
Leslie Bury says that American
migrants to that country are slow
to become citizens.
LEND A NANDI
Police and firemen on Nantucket
Island, Mass., searched for two
missing boys, finally discovered
them in the evening near a pond.
Fobert McGrath and James Briard,
both 10, were tired when found,
asked the officers to please carry
the polywogs they had caught.

loud if everyone was listening on
the party line too. That was a
favorite pastime, listening in on the
party line.
Everyone knew "the girls" in
those days and enjoyed remembering them with gifts at Christmas
or singing "Happy Birthday" to
them over the telephone. It was
very comforting to "ring up" one
of "the girls" and find out the
most recent death or the name of
the man who let his mules get
away. (This was really a live
wire.)
There was never a thought at
that time of saying anything rude,
crude or blasphemous to any of the
"girls" or anyone on the line. True,
some people showed their tempers
over the telephone when they didn't
get all their groceries delivered or
the general store didn't cut the
right length of cloth, but realizing
that most anyone could hear their
their
this held
conversation
tongues.
Times have changed. With the
(Continued on Page Three)
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jtn-mazy
By Brenda
Most people nowadays seem to
think that newness is the spice of
life. Some may think that this is not
true, but the library staff firmly
believes this to be true. We now
have a shipment of new books so
why not add some spice to your
life -and read a few of the following.
"Kentucky's state parks have
the finest overnight lodgings of any
public areas irk the country:" so
says VACATIONS, U. S. A. This
new book, which advises the vacationer on "getting the most for
your travel dollar," mentions Kentucky frequently. The Commonwealth is highly recommended for
fall vacations. Morehead University, Berea, (The fountainhead of
Southern Appalachia crafts), the
Kentucky Derby Festival, Mammoth Cave National Park, and Audubon State Park are all given an
enthusiastic plug and high recommendation. The section specifically
devoted to state park faciliites says
of Kentucky, "This state has more
than a dozen resort parks," all of
which have "a modern lodge designed with plenty of glass, native
stone and wood, and motel-like
rooms; a cluster of furnished
housekeeping cottages; a lake for
boating and fishing and a dining
room serving southern cuisine."
Ketucky is further credited as having "five excellent float fishing
streams."
VIETNAM: BETWEEN TWO
TRUCES by Jean Lacouture. Jean

to convince us all that only a
changed driver can prevent the
ravages of the traffic toll. It is the
thesis of this book that it is easier
to redesign automobiles to make
them safe than to revise the nature
if the people who drive them. In
Rowlett
proof of this point, Ralph Nader
has done the first thoroughgoing
study not only of the major proLacouture's new book on Vietnam ducers of automobiles, but also of
will come as a kind of revelation. the men and women who make up
He anounces his almost revolu- the safety propaganda establishment, the staffs of the peculiarly
tionary theme in the opening sen- constituted standards groups (and
tence: "Vietnam," he write., the inadequate standards they set),
"lives." His book is about a par- and the scientists who know what
ticular place and a struggle for the automotive engineers and styprimacy there. It is, in other lists could do if their full eapabiliwords, a political book. It deals _ties were used." Read this
book
with the elements and forces of the and decide whether
you think this
conflict, not as if they were apo- theory is right or not.
calyptic and millenial events but
KEATON by Rudi Blesh. This is
as political phenomena. To read the story of
Joseph Frank "BustLacouture after a dose of the of- er" Keaton, a sad-faced
little man
ficial and even the journalistic who is
universally acknowledged
literature which we get in this as one of
the prime masters of
country is to pass from griffins and silent-film
comedy and one of the
unicorns to Darwin and Mendel.
great creative artists of our time.
UNSAFE AT ANY SPEED by
Based on personal interviews with
Ralph Nader. This is perhaps the
Keaton himself; his mother, the
most controversial book we have
late Myra Keaton; his brother and
received lately. The cover flap sister;
his wife, Eleanor; and hunstates: "You have been told many
dreds of other people—personal'
times that thousands of people are
friends and business associates—
killed each year by automobiles
the book is inevitably much more
and millions more injured by them.
than a "life story."
But when you read this book you
will know for the first time that the
main causes of these deaths and inPRACTICAL JOKER!
juries are automobiles that are unnecessarily dangerous. UNSAFE
A practical joker started a peAT ANY SPEED is the full story of
how and why cars kill, and why tition in the Punjab State Legislathe automobile manufacturers have ture, India, to oust his friend Chief
failed to make cars safe, even Minister Ram Kishen. The petition
though the knowledge and techni- got away from him and before he
cal skill to do so have been in their retrieved it two-thirds of Mr. Kishhands for years. The documented en's supporters had signed their
history of the industry's intran- names without bothering to read it.
sigence is here, along with the detailed background of the campaign
"Bananas Aro Gw-e-d"

Dell W. Taylor of Sharon, Tenn., is now employed
as
at the Owl Drug Co. Mr. and Mrs. Taylor
have one daughter, Charlotte Ann,9, and are looking for
living quarters in Fulton.

Rharmapig

August 23, 1948
Fulton's most dangerous corner, at Eddings and
Fourth, now has a stop light back in service and motorists are warned to obey it, K. P. Dalton, chief of police,
states. This corner has been the scene of many bad automobile accidents, and the light should help to control
accidents.
Thieves gained entrance through an east window
of the 3-Way pool room Monday night and pilfered the
place. Cash in the cash registers was taken, the receipts from business after 6 p. m. An effort was made to
rob the juke box, but this was unsuccessful.
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Bard complimented Dr. and
Mrs. Randell Luten and daughter, and Mrs. Luten's
mother, Mrs. Emma Volkerding, with a barbecue supper August 14 at their home on Cleveland Avenue.
Guests included Mr. and Mrs. Frank Beadles, Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Bennett, Dr. and Mrs. Russell Rudd, Mr. and
. Mrs. Louis Weaks, Mr. and Mrs. Howard Edwards, Mrs.
Harold Owen, Mrs. Paul Boyd, Mrs. Ronald Jones and
Miss Mary Royster.
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. Ray Pate on the
birth of a son, Jerry Ray, born August 14 at Haws
Memorial Hospital; also to Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Howard,
a son, born August 15 at Fulton Hospital.

Hickman County opened its Fulgham, Columbus,
Beelerton, Oakton, Shiloh, Kane, colored, and Columbus, colored, schools last Monday, August 19.
Miss Phyllis Ann Ringo, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Dempsey White Ringo of Clinton, will become the bride
of George Thomas James, son of Mr. and Mrs.
G. T.
James of Fulton, on September 2, when the ceremonies
will be solemnized at the First Baptist Church in
Clinton. Miss Ringo attended Mississippi Ste-4 College
for
Women at Columbus and Western State Teachers College at Bowling Green, Ky. Mr. James attended
Murray
State Teachers College, Murray, Ky., prior to his entry
in the service as a pilot with the Ninth Air
Force. Since
receiving his discharge, he has been studying aeronautical engineering at Purdue University in Lafayette,
Ind.,
where the couple will make their home.
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Miss Betty Ann Reed, bride-elect,
with a delightful dinner party August 14 inwas honored
the home of
Mrs. A. G. Baldridge on Fourth Street, when Mrs. Baldridge, Mrs. Clyde Williams, Jr., and Mrs.
Charles Payne
complimented the honoree. A two course dinner was
enjoyed, after which a bridal contest and games of
bingo were held. Guests were: Mrs. Clarence
J. W. Morris of Hickman, Mrs. J. H. Isbell Reed, Mrs.
of
Field, La., Mrs. C. W. Curlin of Memphis, Barksdale
Miss Sarah
Smoot of Chattonooga, Mrs. Steve Wiley,
Mrs. George
Crafton, Mrs. Jack Snow, Mrs. Hendon Wright, Mrs.
Elizabeth Snow, Miss Miriam Browder and Mrs. Trevor
Wayne.

w.
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The Month Of Augustus

Worship at the Church of your Choice

by Jackie Caraway
h-illiant poppy flaunts her
head
Amidst the ripening grain,
And adds her voice to swell the
song
That August's here again. —
Winslow
August is a month of particular
distinction to those interested in
the craft of writing for much of
literature has been written by and
about people born in the month
named after Augustus Caesar.
Julius Caesar rechristened the
month of July for himself. His successor, Augustus, desiring a like
honor chose the month he considered to be his luckiest, to name after himself. It was the month he
had been elected consul; the
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Dr. Robert L. Orr, pastor of the
First Baptist Church of Dyersburg,
Tennessee will conduct revival
services at the Baptist Church of
Clinton, Kentucky, August 21
through August 28. at 7:00 p.m.
Rev. Bill Smith of the Columbus
Baptist Church will conduct the
singing services.
Rev. Robert W. Ivy, pastor reminds everyone that revival time
is fitted for our aeepest need. "It
is, technically, a time of renewal
and refreshment for the Christian.
Soul-winning is a by-product of
such rededication, "Rev. Ivy said.
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THE CANDLE - - (Contintwd Lona Pa.,* Two)

1

mo-th he had three times celebrated a triumph and the month
he had completed the conquest of
Egypt. A difficulty came to light
when Augustus realized his month
had but 30 days and the month
Julius had chosen had 31, so Augustus, not to be outdone, took a day
from February (which was already a short month), and gave it
to his own month of August.
Our neighboring state, Missouri
was admitted to the Union on
August 10, 1821 as was Colorado
on August 1, 1876.
Noted people born under the
sign of Leo the lion or Virgo, the
virgin are Tennyson, Izaac Walton, Francis Scott Key, Sir Walter
Scott, David Crockett, Benjamin
Harrison, Bret Mane, John Locke
Oliver Wendell Holmes, and President Johnson.
Columbus first landed on the
American continent August I, 1502.
Those who recall the first world
war may remember that war was
declared on Austria, August 12,
1914 ,and the veterans and their
families of the second world war
are sure to remember the celebration of August 14, 1945 when Japan
unofficially surrendered. The formal papers of surrender were
signed aboard the U. S. S. Missouri
September 2, 1845.
Much can be said of August and
the notable happenings in Augusts
of the past, but more can be said
of this August and those yet to
come if we think in terms of Napoleon, born in August 1769, who
said: "The only useful conquests,
the only conquests that leave no
sort of regret behind are the conquests one makes over ignorance".

Greenfield Monument Works
In Operation 66 Years
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This Feature Is Published With The Hope Thai More- People Will Co To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY

THE CITIZENS BANK
Make our bank your bank

Jobbars of Shall Products
Fulton

Phone 472-3951

Hickman, Ky.

Phone 236-2651

Hornbeak Funeral Home
Oxygen-equipped ambulance
302 Carr St.

Dial 472-1412

MARINE OIL COMPANY
CITY DRUG COMPANY
Your Prescription Drug Store
Fulton, Ky,

Fulton, Ky.

West State Line
Phone 472-9086

Compliments Of
Fulton Wholesale Florist
Green florist supplies

Cut flowers

Phone 472-1303

Dial 479-1371

Fulton Insurance Agency
Rice Insurance Agency, Inc.
See us for all your Insurance needs
231 Main St.

Farm 8 Auto Insurance
Farmer's Liability Coverage
208 Main St., Fulton Office Phone 472-131'

EVANS DRUG COMPANY
"The Revell Store"

Phone 472-1341

Hickman - Fulton Co's. R.E. C. C.

Lake Street

Dial 472-2421

"Live Better Electrkally"

PURE MILK COMPANY

Hickman, Ky.

At the store or at your door
Phone 472-3311

E. W.James & Son Supermarkets
Phone 235-2293 I

soul

sTh
I e restored' your soul Worship together this week

Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co.. L
Kentucky Ave.,

Greenfield

h.rduAl rale&
Cloie inglog bfln,
an the Aver, to the hearers

warm,-Iwarted welcome awaitsJou Mere.

Fulton, Ky,

• Large

Revival at Walnut Grove Methodist Church
starts Sunday evening, August 14, services at 7:30
each evening. Rev. Keith Smith of Alamo, Ky.,
evangelist.

Revival at South Fulton Baptist Church starts
Monday, August 15, and will continue through August 21, with services at 10:30 a m. and 7:30 p. m.
each day. Rev. Charles Dinkins of Attalla, Ala.,
evangelist

Crutchfield WMU Has
Program On Malaysia

loss of "the girls" there is a cold- T e
Nell Hardy W. M. U. of the
ness to the telephone. It seems far
Crutchfield Baptist Church met at
more inanimate. It is a temptation the church Monday
night, August
for degenerate individuals to use 8, for its regular meeting.
the instrument as a vicious wea- The program was in charge of
pon.
Miss Marie Moore, on "Federation
The family waiting in anticipation of Malaysia", assisted by Mrs.
for supper, moves about in a state Delma Shelton, Mrs. Lewis Patrick
of happy confusion. They lay aside Yrs. Floyd Robe:Ism!, F,unie,
their various tasks and begin to Myatt and Mrs. Verlic Nichols.
take their places at the table.
Mrs. Lewis Patrick, president.
The phone rings.
was in charge of a short business
There is a respectful silence and session, after which refreshments
father answering the phone with a were served to seven members.
cheerful "hello" pales as he listens.
He places the receiver solidly
Minister Resigns
back on the hook without uttering
Hickman Church of Christ minianother word.
ster, Richard Fortner has resigned
His family, shocked by the look
to accept service to the Church of
upon his face, question:
Christ in Hayti, Missouri. No an"Who was it?"
nouncement has been made con"What did they want?"
coring another minister for the
"Is it bad news?"
Church.
He cannot tell them.
He cannot repeat the vile, filthy
SOME GIFT!
cursing words be has just heard, Cabinetmaker Dean Harrel inNot in the habit of using such
workers to his wedfellow
his
vited
language himself, he is only glad ding in Portland, Oregon. They
that he was the one to answer and
gave the couple a present in a
not hls wife or his children.
wooden cabinet fastened with glue,
He wonders, "who could hate me heavy nails and screws. It took him
so much .. . surely it was a wrong
two hours to unwrap the gift.
number," but the phone rings
again.
FISH AND CHIPS
lle steps toward it, takes up the
Fish and chips met in Merseyreceiver and braces himself for the
side. England, home of the Beatles,
detestable language to follow.
in 1865. On the 1013th anniversary
This is no wrong number, just
this year they are a most popular
one in a list of many used as a combination. Britain alone has
target for a misled, unknown indi- 13,747 fish and chip shops that use
vidual, to verbally terrorize self- 1,000 tons of fish each day.
respccting God fearing people.
Such unnatural perverted behavior upon the part of a few indiQualified to Serve
viduals has made it necessary for
the Kentucky Legislature to pass
You
laws making the use of the telephone for obscene calls, a crime
punishable with either one year in
Our organization is set-up as a
jail or a fine of not less than $50 24-hou r-a-day service operation,
nor more than $1000, or both upon
qualified by training and expericonviction.
What would you do upon receiv- ence to give the people of this
ing a call such as this?
community considerate, expert
Do as this father did. Hang up.
help in time of need. We are fully
Anyone who stoops to this method
of ;:ommunication is desperate for licensed under the laws of Kenan audience. Don't give him one.
tucky and Tennessee.
We cannot call upon "the girls"
to help us now but we can call the
Full "Credit On Tennessee
telephone business office, for the
Policies Honored"
now
available
equipment
modern
to the Southern Bell Telephone
Company makes it possible to
quickly trace and identify anonymous callers.
Calls threatening your life, or
property should be reported to your
local police department.
PHONE 472-1412
The time has come to join forces
with modern technology and rid 302 Carr St.
Fulton, Ky.
ourselves of this evil by-product of
out times.

W. D. Powers
Fulton
Phone 472-18cl

REVIVALS IN PROGRESS THIS WEEK:

Hickman, KY-

Union City, Tenn.

Putter

Antiques

Souvenirs
Excellent Peed
Private dining for 150

Phan* 471-147.

Hemphill Cities Service Station
Henry L Siegel Company, Inc.
Python and South Puttee

South Pullen, Tem

Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop

Tires, Battesisa, minor repairs
Broadway St.

Phenol 471-9,73
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Miss Logan, Mr. Arrington Pledge
Vows In Lovely Church Ceremony

Scout Ranch and Explorer Base in
the Sangre de Cristo range of the
Rocky Mountains.
Allen is one of 104 rangers trained to instruct in the skills of axemanship, firebuilding, cooking,
back• packing, footcare, burrow
The sanctuary of the Second Bap- in shades of turquoise. At her
About People and Things
packing and compass orientation. tist Church, Edwards Street in shoulder was pinned a corsage of
Sounds like he could really work Union City, presented the setting white carnations.
Mayfield, Murray, Paris Aid office and loading his car with up an ppeptitel
for the wedding of Miss Marjorie
Following the wedding, members
Mrs. Kyle Truett Hubbard, Louis- Fulton lady golfers made the pretty packeges,
Ruttiene Logan and Carl Edward of the wedding party formed a reville, Kentucky, wife of the groom's Country Club a busy place on LadHe is resting up this week
Miss Molly Alexander was hon- Arrington, which was solemnized ceiving line in the foyer of the
brother.
ies Day last week. The ladies who though and enjoying the com- ored by the South Fulton Baptists at ten o'clock in the morning on
sanctuary, after which the bride
Kyle Truett Hubbard, Louisville, broke 50 on the tough Fulton course panionship of his bride Donna, the at Sunday evening services. Miss Saturday, August 6, 1966._
and groom left for a week in Louiswere Betty Vowell, Sara Bushart, very lovely daughter of R. W. Alexander after presenting a conman.
best
brother's
will be his
The bride is the daughter of Mr. ville, Ky. For traveling the bride
GrOOTasTaell will be Walter Apper- Totie Winter, Sara Campbell, Vir- "Tip" and Lucille Johnson of Clin- cert of sacred songs on the organ,
wore a sheath dress of white silk,
LoMrs.
have
late
parents
Cindy
the
ton. Of course the
son, Mayfield. and Richard Rem- ginia Rogers, Nell Newton,
rece.ed a charm bracelet and a Lon Logan and
Hale and Martha Hale of Fulton been mighty busy too and some love offering from the church in gan, of Union City. The groom is with a sleeveless cotton lace coat
iner, Louisville.
Ann Nall and Virginia second honeymoons for them might appreciation for her services as an the son of Mrs. C. M. Arrington and and white accessories. Pinned at
Miss Anne McCormick, St. Louis, and Jane
Fulton. her shoulder was the orchid from
Harp of Mayfield. Betty Lowry of be in order.
organist for the past five years. the late Mr. Arrington, of
Missouri, first cousin of the bride,
her bridal bouquet.
broke 50.
also
Murray
Miss Alexander will enter the Uniofficiatwill be flower girl. William Neely
Horton
George
The Rev.
Sometimes it takes a long time versity
of Tennessee
Martin ed at the double ring ceremony.
and Shannon Reed, both of MayBetty Vowell, 1968 duo champion
Th.- couple will make their home
field and_sons of the groom's law was medalist of the day with a 41 for friends to get together once Branch in September.
on South Sixth Street in Union
'which included five pars, one bird- they are separated by distance. It
For the wedding occasion altar City
partners, will be ring bearers.
Dr. Archie Dykes delivered the vases held bouquets of white
Organist for the wedding will be ie, a bogey, a double bogey and a took 39 years and a South Fulton
class reunion to bring Mr. and Mrs. keynote address for the South Ful- shasta daisies, gladioli and greenMrs. Lottie Kidd, Paducah, Ken- triple bogey.
back
Missouri
Festus.
Bill
of
Wood
Teachers who joined with other ery. Tall candelabras of lighted
ton
tuck),.
to visit with Mr. and Mrs. Bill Tceriessee counties for in-service tapers flanked a center arrangeSoloist will be Miss Linda Shirk
Mrs. Lillie M. Pruett of 702 Ed- Smith. They hadn't seen each other
,,f t,ietropolis.
training in Martin this week. Dr. ment of white and green and a
dings may not be able to wield a since 1927.
Dykes of Memphis State University prayer de rail, where the bride between Martin and Union City
golf club but she can certainly get
will become the new chancellor at and groom knelt. White satin,
along well with her cane. Mrs.
Mrs. Minnie Thompson feels that UTMB upon the retirement of Dr. greeenry and lighted tapers markPruett is not able to get out very
Thursday - Friday, Aug. 18-19
ed the family pews.
long way from her friends Paul Meek.
much nd so she has moved closer she is a
Double Feature - Starts at 7:45
she would like so much to
Miss
Quinn - Claudia Cardinale
to town. She came by the office to too and
organist,
Anthony
Logan,
C.
L.
Mrs.
while she is
card
a
Civitan
Fulton-South
have
The
Fulton
a
or
note
check on her subscription and to
COMMAND
LOST
Nursing Home club was represented at the First Wanda James and Miss Linda
Starks
the
at
staying
say how much she enjoyed the
the nuptAvenue, in Paducah, District Council meeting by Van Pitts, vocalists, presented
Then at 10:19
paper. She likes to have a mail box 1700 Kentucky
Latta and Floyd Martin. The meet- ial music.
Bobby Voe - Freddy Cannon
full of mail, too, so why not put her Kentucky.
ing was held Saturday afternoon at
The bride, given in marriage by
JUST FOR FUN
on your shut-in list.
While looking up source material the Mammoth Cave National Park. her father, wore a formal gown of
Saturday, August 20
for a column on games elsewhere
white peau de soie. Hand-clipped
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Holland are in this issue we came upon the
Explorettes entertained with a appliques of Alencon lace outlined
Triple Feature - Starts at 7:45
here to stay until after the Banana words "Dixit Dominus Domino "turn-about" party Friday night at the Sadrina neckline, the long
Dean Martin Frank Sinatra
Festival and then they plan to go Meo'.Thelie words recited
by City Park. The girls invited boys .apered sleeves and the lower edge
FOUR FOR TEXAS
to Brownsville, Texas for the win- the winner of a game played with to be their guests at a picnic sup- of the bell-shaped skirt. A detach'
Then at 10:17
ter. They have been visiting in the flat stones and originated by per and providea their transporta- able chapel length train, appliqued
cool states of Michigan, Wisconsin French monks. The words actually tion. Mrs. Morgan Omar and Mrs. with Alencon lace, fell from the Troy Donahue - Connie Stevens
and Minnesota.
Palm Springs Weekend
come from the vesper services, Billy Johnson oxplorette advisors waist, A crown of seed pearls held
Then at 12:07
but the game as we know it today Llso attended the party.
the bride's shoulder length tiered
Tom Tryon - Marve Presnell
silk illusion veil. The bridal bouquet
B & P W members are pleased is dominoes.
GLORY GUYS
was of a cascade design and feathat Mary Browder has returned
Patty cake, patty cake baker's
tured a yellow throated white orch
from her vacation through Ohio,
Monday, August 21-22
Sunday.
carnain
feathered
game
favorite
by
surrounded
a
be
id
Delaware, Pennsylvania and Vir- man, might
Double Feature - Starts at 7:45
tions, illusion and white satin.
ginia in time to help them with the Max McDade home. They are
- Samantha Eggar
Stamp
Torence
their work in the Banana Festival. the parents of a 7 pound 12 ounce
Mrs. Joe Logan, sister-in-law of
The News takes pleasure in
THE COLLECTOR
boy, born August 6. Master Benhonor;
of
matron
was
bride,
the
Then at 10:03
jamin Scott will soon be playing wishing "Happy Birthday" to the
Sherell Olive was doubly busy
Miss Phyllis Logan, niece of the
Herman's Hermits
his sister Cindy. 3, and his following fri and s:
bridesmaid, and Miss The Animals last week rushing back and fourth with
was
bride,
Bowers,
John
Mrs.
19:
August
Max, 5, but for awhile they
GO GO MANIA
across the street helping his moth- brother
Deborah Logan, niece of the bride
Dial 472-1533
Dilcie
Ross,
Stevie
Owens,
L.
Mark
lullabys.
to
stick
er at the Chamber of Commerce will have to
Wilson; August .20: Mrs. Estes was junior bridesmaid. They all 'hiesday, Wednesday, August 23-24
wore street-length designs of yelDouble Feature - Starts 7:45
The Percussion Band has a new Cunningham, Ken Houston, Vicki
low embossed peau de soie, fashvocalist who might like to play Jetton, Jeff Woodeuff; August 21:
Brett Waisay - Dana Andrews
ioned with Sabrina necklines, short
patty cake too. Timothy Lee, who Percilla Barnes, Veneda Flowers,
SPY IN YOUR EYE
sleeves and bell skirts. Their circries out in a very modern fashion Lana Hutchins;
Then at 9:32
cular veils of illusion were held in
Randall Brown,
is the 9 pound son of drummer Joe
August 22:
Richard Harrison
carplace by Dior bows and they
Stout and his wife Maggie, organ- Linda McMillian, - Dianne Sharp;
French nosegays of white
ried
Secret Agent Fireball
ist and vocalist. Wonder who will August 23: Cathy Campbell, James
shasta daisies tied with yellow
get top billing.
Meacham, David Rogers; August
satin.
•
24: Kurtis L. Fields, Teresa Jane
R. B. Arrington, uncle of the
WE RENT - - The government representative Fields, Rene Yates; August 25:
searching through a raft of. papers Mrs. Dickie Collier, Mrs. Vyron groma, was best man, James W.
and
groomsman,
as
served
Shuck
asked the lady, "Where is your Mitchell.
Windell McClellan, cousin of the
pink slip?"
Hospital bets
groom, was junior groomsman.
LEGION TO PICNIC
Upset, she replied, "I didn't know
Mrs. Thelbert Smith, sister of the
Baby beds
it would make any difference and
The Marshall Alexander Post No.
so I wore the white one today".
72, American Legion and Auxili- bride, chose for the wedding a
Vacuum Cleaners
ary, will hold its annual family sheath dress of yellow and white
Floor polishers
A barbecue pork and mutton sup- picnic in the City park next Mon- lace. Her accessories were white
per was served at the Fulton Lodge day, August 22, at 6:30 p. m. Bar- and her corsage was of white car1142 BPO Elks on Monday night, becue and drinks will be furnish- nations.
WADE EVAN. CO.
August 15. The meal was free and ed by the Legion and members of
Mrs. Arrington, mother of the
what could be better than good fel- the Auxiliary are requested to groom, selected a two-piece model Phone 472-1501 Fulton, Ky.
bring other dishes.
lowship and a fine meal.
of turquoise silk, with accessories
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The News Reports...

Miss Joyce Lynn Hall Makes Known
Plans For Wedding To Mr. Hubbard
Announced today are plans for
tha wedding of Miss Joyce Lynn
Hall, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Floyd B. Hall of Metropolis, Illinois, to Carroll Hubbard, Jr., Mayfield, Kentucky, son of Dr. and
Mrs. Carroll Hubbard, Sr., of Oak
Ridge, Tennessee.
The wedding will be solemnized
at 4 30 p. m. (Central Daylight
Time), Saturday, August 20, at the
First Baptist Church, Metropolis.
The groom's lather will officiate,
assisted by the bride's pastor, Rev.
H. Ralph Gill of Metropolis.
Miss Belita Gordon, Lexington,
Kentucky, will he maid of honor
will be Miss
and bridesmaids
Elizabeth Hum ma, Metropolis. and
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Happy Birthday

Exchange Furniture Company
207 Commercial

We invite you to attend!

GOSPEL MEETING
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WATER VALLEY CHURCH Or CHRIST
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August 22 through August 28
Services nightly at 7:30 p. in.
Billy Clark, Evangelist
Dan Tomlinson, Song leader

Come — bring your friends; enjoy good fellowship and prayer

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lee Bolin
of Clinton returned from a New
York trip a few days early so that
they might attend the reunion of
the 1927 and 1928 classes of South
Fulton High School. Mrs. Bolin is
the former Rudelle Mansfield. It
w.s a good thing they made it for
another reunion is not scheduled
until 1970.

A MESSAGE TO THE VOTERS
of the 24th Senatorial District.

A good barbecue dinner might
come in handy for Charles M. Allen, of Route 4, Fulton. Charles is
working as a ranger at Philmont

I offer my sincere thanks to the men and
Women of Weakley, Lake, Obion, Carroll and
Henry counties who supported my candidacy for
the democratic nomination as state senator from the
24th District.

1

Although my campaign was unsuccessful in the
sense that I was not nominated, it was a most exciting and pleasant personal experience. I'm grateful
forihe opportunity to renew old friendships and
the chance to meet new friends.

I offer my hearty congratulations to Aaron
Brown, the nominee, and pledge my earnest support to him in his work on our behalf.

Happiness is being cool on a hot summer day. It could be fishing at
dusk. Or it could be entering a cool home and leaving the blistering
sun outside. You'll be happy with electric air conditioning. See your
dealer today.
,,,18111,11111a11111110111111111111111111111'11111111, 'IN mr
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JOHN VINCENT
If you've a moment, drop by Thompson and Vincent Implements on
the Sharon highway near Martin — I'll be glad to see you and I
might sell you a tractor.(nobody beats John Deere).
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DEATHS
Sivert 0. Larsen

Hubert O'Rear
Funeral services for Hubert
O'Rear were held in the East
Hickman Baptist Church on Saturday, August 13, with Rev. J. T.
Neeley officiating. Burial, in
charge of Whitnel Funeral Home,
was in the Hickman City Cemetery.
Mr. O'Rear, 78, a retired farmer,
died in the Mayfield Hospital Wednesday, August 10. He was the son
of the late John and Maria Douglas
O'Rear. He resided on Route 4,
Hickman.
Surviving are his wife, Marie
Thomason O'Rear; one son, GayIon O'Rear of Muskegon, Mich.
and one brother Manuel O'Rear of
Fulir n.
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(Continued from Page One)
The class of MB had a reunion
two years ago but this was the
firs: reunion for the class of 1927
and so they had a difficult time remembering their classmates after
the changes of Si) many years.

Urbana who traveled the greate I , day in the home of Mr. arc! Mrs. Page 5
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distance. Mrs. Buford Bennett re- Virgil Patterson, route 2, Fulton.
special
prize
having!
for
is
a
Patterson
brother of SATs.
ceived a
the most grandchildren and Mal- Osier Morris of Paducah.
'
review your classification and ye
"News Of Selective Service"
;silm Latta won a prize for having
will be rn‘dacsified into the loweof
L.
W.
Holland,
superintendent
the
in
Peace
children.
Q.—My service
the most
South Fulton City Schools was the Corps will terminate next month. clas iification for which you an
Chap
mem.w.mle
Pt
Mrs.
ter,on,
fine
aohn
for
If you are not eligible to
the
speaker
eligible.
a7rs
; Will I be drafted?
Taylor, Mrs. cari,r Olive, Mrs. occasion. The reunion was held in
any other classification 'than I-.
BM Wood, Mrs. Itill Smith, and the Terrace Room of the Park TerA —Upon separation from the you will be processed in hte nortna
Mrs. John Powell Emerson, were race and was attended by 37 mem- Peace Corps your local board will manner.
eniertained at a coke party Satur- ; hers of the two classes.

Funeral services for Sivert 0.
Larsen of Martin were held in W.
W. Jones and Sons funeral chapel
A "sport car' was received by
on August la, with Rev. William H.
Marie Peterson of
Mrs. Lola
Nance officiating. Burial was in
East Side Cemetery at Martin.
Mr. Larsen, 63, was born in
Sevier, Mo., the son of the late
Lewis and Flora Hartwell Larsen,
He was a testing engineer employed by Pittsburgh Testing Labora••••••
tories. He died in the Volunteer
General Hospital in Martin August
10, following an illness of two
months.
Surviving are his wile, Mrs.
Betty Jones Larsen of Route 3,
Newbern, Tenn.; one son, Lewis
Larsen of Martin anti one daughFuneral services for Mrs. Altia
ter, Mrs. James C. Robinson of Rowland were held Sunday, August
Huntsville, Ala.
14, in the Bethlehem Methodist
Church, with Rev, Norman Crittenden and Rev. J. F. McMinn officiating. Burial, in charge of Jack16.53c
lb.
son Funeral Home, was in the
cemetery.
church
Mrs. Vivian Ann Milner died in
Mrs. Rowland, wife of Virgil
the Weakley County Nursing Home Rowland of Pilot Oak, died Friday,
in Dresden last Wednesday, Aug- August 12, in Hillview Hospital,
ust 10, where she had been for following a brief illness.
nearly a year. Funeral service was
In addition to her husband, she
held Friday, August 12, in Gardner is survived by two sons, Ernest
RobRev.
with
Church,
Methodist
and Keneth of Detroit; two sisters,
trt Cantrell officiating. Burial was Mrs. Grace Mohler of Detroit and
NO LIMIT-NONE SOLD TO DEALERS
in the Gardner Cemetery, in charge Mrs. Mary Bledsoe of Charleston,
of W. W. Jones and Sons Funeral North Carolina; her mother, Mrs.
CAP'N JOHN
SUPER RIGHT FRESHLY
Home.
Vera Henley of Water Valley, and
Mrs, Milner, 88, was born in two grandchildren.
Martin, the daughter of the late
Calvin and Martha Penn Rogers.
Because you cook the fish.
LESSER )3-LB.PKG.49
She is survived by one son, HalIt takes no longer than heating pre-cooked frozen fish...only 2(1 salutes.
TITIES OR MORE
bert Milner of Memphis and one
C.EpAkit1g,
0,
FROZ E1N2.0
niece, Mrs. Mike Wheeling, Route
lb.
see, we're sort of fanatics about fresh Ash flavor.
of Route 3, MayBarham
You
C.
John
4, Martin. Her husband preceded
Augafternoon,
field, died Monday
So we refuse to pre-cook the fish.
SUPER RIGHT FULLY MATURED
her in death.
ust 8 in the Mayfield Hospital.
NEAT 7N-17.A.TP14q.
Funeral service was at 2 p. m.
Here's what we do:
SUPER RIGHT BEEF
Wednesday, August 10, in Robert'
We dip the fillet in milk batter.
Chapel, with Rev. Ray Jackson of17s-II.N1H-RIclityry
Bread it.Top it with butte.
ficiating. Burial was in Maplewood
Robert Connie Goodwin died Cemetery.
We blanch the as
Lb.
Blade Ott
Mr. Barham, 65, was a retired
'Wednesday morning, August 10, in
cook the potatoes.
Partly
attendant.
long
a
station
following
Manor,
service
Parkway
Surviving are one daughter, Mrs.
illness. Funeral services were held
So everything's done at once (in only 2)minutes)
August 11 in *Whitnel Funeral Dorothy Kelly of Columbia, Tenn,;
when you cook it.
Barham
Bill
and
Home chapel, with Rev. J. F. Mc- two brothers, Gus
U.S. NO. I WHITE
CALIFORNIA SEEDLESS
Minn officiating, assisted by Rev. of Fulton, and one sister, Mrs.
The result.
John T. Shepherd. Burial was in Clay Hutchens of Route 3, Mayflesh
is
fish
-cooked.
the
like
dinner
tastes
fish
that
A
field.
Liberty Church cemetery.
It should. Because it is.
Mr. Goodwin, 83, was a retired
farmer of Fulton County and lived
One important tip.
on Route 1, Crutchfield. He was
1°- i:AG)20
born in Graves County, the son of
Be sure the oven is really pre-heated to RV F.
the late Henry and IretTe Lewis
Are our Cap'n John's Frozen Fish Dinners a good reason for shoppIng As??
Goodwin. He was a member of Mt.
Pears CALIF. BARTLETT r•
'the following were patients in
Carmel Baptist Church.
For
one of many.
(150 Si..)
'They're
on Wednesday,
hospitals
Fulton
daughters,
two
are
Surviving
Mrs. J. C. Graham of Crutchfield August 17:
COPYRIONT•19$11.THE GREAT ATLANTIC 4 PACIFIC TEA Co
F"
and Mrs. Kelly V. Rose of Water
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Valley, and three sons, Robert
Goodwin of Fulton, Thurmon GoodMrs. Flora Redmon, Cecil Mcwin of Water Valley and J. W. Daniel, Mrs. Sue McNulty, Mrs.
1-Lb.
YELLOW
GOLDEN. CINNAMON OR SUGARED
Goodwin of Memphis. His wife Bobby Rushing, Mrs. Georgia Hill,
CLING
FOR THAT COOK-OUT
preceded him in death in 1956.
Cane
Mrs. Harold Pewitt, Mrs. H. L.
SAVE SO
AAP BRISQUETS
20-Lb.
Hardy, Mrs. James Roberts, FulCHAMPION
ton; William Keesler, South Ful13f.a
ton; Mrs. Darrell McCall, Mrs.
284),. Jar
Almon Blaylock, Dukedom; Mrs.
AAP SPECIAL LABEL $1 09
ANN PAGE
Bobby Curlin, Cayce; Mrs. RayGraydon W. Williams died Mon- mond Hudson, Mrs. Mollie Choate,
("2°4) 10-0r. Jari
day, August 15, in Western Baptist Water
Mrs. Richard
Valley;
OWN
A&P PiNK LOTION
PLAIN OR POPPY SEED 1.1.b.
75-Ft.
Hospital, Paducah, following an ex- Adams, Hickman.
.With
tended illness.
BF°°59c
IV
Roil J7
1.'325:0%.
uFr71:a
Fuaeral services were held WedFULTON HOSPITAL
nesday-, August 17, in the Cuba
Johnson,
Alice
Mrs. Betty Ford,
Church of Christ, with Bro. William .1 N. Wooten, Mrs. Myrtle O'Brien,
Hardison and Bro. Charles Melton Mrs. Lucille Caldwell, Miss Mary
officiating. Interment, in charge of Martin, Ual Killibrew, Bill Shelton,
Jackson Funeral Home, was in the Fulton; Thomas Perry, Mrs. Harry
Cuba Cemetery.
Allison, Mrs. Elwyn Taylor, A. G.
Mr. Williams, 71, was a Graves Windsor, Jeffrey Damons, Mrs.
NO PURCHASE REQUIRED-I SET OF 2 GAMES SLIPS PER STORE rk.
County farmer. He was born in Harold Martin, Mrs. Louise Bell,
Graves County, the son of the late Mrs. Joe Gates, Mrs. Robert
VISIT TO EACH ADULT
ytw
Neal and Lee Walston Williams. He FotrIkes, Frank Gibbs, South FulA
SPACE WILL PERMIT LISTING ONLY A FEW OF THE MANY WINNERS IN THIS AREA
was a member of Mt. Pleasant ton; Harold Beard, Route 1, FulChurch of Christ.
ton; L. V. Burton, Mrs. Grace
WONDERFOIL
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Griffin, Route 3, Fulton; Mrs. AlDaisy Wiggins Williams; one son, marine Wilson, Mrs. Bobbie MarkALUMINUM
Owen Elmo Williams, and one dau- le, Mrs. Mattie Rogers, Route
FOIL
SHORTENING
ghter, Mrs. Joseph Cook, both of Fultoa; Terrence Carmon, Route 5,
3.
(1
Route 2, Wingo; four brothers, Bro. Fulton; Mike Gamble, Route,. 2,
Alonzo Williams of Paducah, Ros- Dyersburg; Mrs. Lena Jackson,
coe and Wesley Williams of Route Cecil Bellew, Mrs. Edna AlexMrs. Fred
Or
2, Wingo, and Allic Williams of ander, Crutchfield;
Star Route, Mayfield; one sister, Moore, J. D. French, Clinton; Mrs.
;e
Mrs. Huey Brewington of Route 2, John Poole, Route 1, Wingo; Mrs.
Wings; two nieces whom he rear- Grace McAlister, Water Valley;
Both Born
ed, Mrs. Medley Farmer of Route Mrs. Larry Binford, Route I. Water
LONGHORN STYLE CHEDDAR
; Mrs. Helen Asbell, Oakton,
.
1, Mayfield, and Miss Shirley Wig- Valley
14:?:
gins of Forest Park, nt., several
(2 Bo* Bars 294) A Rog.
GIANT 34.b.
other nieces and nephews and
Subscribe To The News
three grandchildren.
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"Super-Right" Meats!

SUPER RIGHT - FULLY MATURED BEEF
CENTER CUT BLADE

CHUCK
ROAST

Mrs. Alija Rowland

Lb.

390,

the fish
wh
41 ifs
in
frozenfid dinners FRIERS"":1")
taste ffeAl-cooked? Ground Beef
0.z.

Mrs. Vivian Milner
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arts at 7:45
ia Cardinale

CLASS REUNION—

49t ENGLISH CUT
ARM CUT
JU.S.D.A. INSPECTED-TOP QUALITY WHOLE

)

lb.

Scallop Dinners

53t

lb.

1 ,.89c1RIBS 1

794

Scallops
Scallops

Beef Rib Roast
9c

R. C. Goodwin

9t

2

(QUAN

John C.Barham

49c

Chuck Steak A n A
ir/

lb./

Fresh Fruits &Vegetables!

POTATOES
a 99c

HOSPITAL NEWS

Blueberries.=.3L7:$1.00
29
JUMBO 36
$1.00
Cantalou

A&P Peaches
9t Fig Bars
4
Instant Coffee
c
Detergent..F('

G. W. Williams

Charcoal

Barbecue SAUCE
mp,
Wonderfoil

19c

Jane Parker

Dependable Grocery Values!
ft5t

White
Grapes
lb.

31,...79t
3ipA,L.:.4 $100 Donuts

Doz.21C
(Say.6$)

E.,.334
Spanish Bur Cake
394
100
Pineapple Pie
2 L.. 394
Vienna Bread

PLAY AWARDS & PRIZES WIN UP TO $1000 IN CASH
,

NEW RED GAME CARDS - NEW RED GAME SLIPS - PLAY IT LIKE BINGO
EXTRA SLIPS TO HELP YOU WIN

Dortho Bennett
William Clark
Mrs. Robert Holland

Mrs. Joe Weaks
Mrs. Willie Homra
Martha Nesbitt

Joyce Smith
Joan Huston
Kathleen Alley

Downy Rinse'z; 87c
Dairy Foods
Comet Cleanser 1`Z, 16C
354)4 ::r5s.43c
Ivory
Oxydol IBI:s1;81c 34c
C•
r
78t
Mild heesieZ59C Camay Soap sit Nr,gtac
Dash Detergent Z)On.Box
5.19c
Ivory
A
Cream Cheese "
35c
99c
Duz Detergent
33c Margarine
35c
Detergent
Dreft
t
Bold Detergent
Frozen Food
Ivory Snow 2`0'..83c
:1'3578c
Salvo 1Tablets
2.0iids".
Safeguard,R.-39;c2:::39t
i, 33c56t Pies
Ivory.
59t
8ct
.7
3
;1.3ZSE n7
tA,; :.9t741i2:
Thrill Liquid56t Potato Morsels("1602 160'29c Stardust .Tt-L:
Mr. Clean
Joy Liquid.:17,0,216t Orange Juice PL.—
13"

%t5

Full-Bodied
Tangy

Pint

SULTANA MEAT

SOAP

Chicken, Turkey
Or Beef
(Save ZOO

Plea

S&P FROZEm

qAN

PRICES IN. THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT AUG. 20 - COME SEE SHOP AND SAVE
Pet Ritz
Kleenex
Soft Parkay
Folger's
Kleenex
Similac
FROZEN
PIE SHELLS
DESIGNER NAPKINS
Margarine
Liquid
Coffee
Towels
ROLL OCt A PKGS. 011it
PKG. 4J
II' OF 75 IJ 7

141I.
TIN

79c 1."- 45t
I

PKG.

PKG. OF

2394

13-oz. Can

4i)
--

ric
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Farm Youths See Life
On Farm Worth Living

Fulton County
4G.H Members
wen Honors

certificates
were awarded
to
Vickie Wainscott and Carolyn Rice.
should then follow these recomA gold certificate was won by
mendations and not look anything
Catherine Stroud.
that is recommended Be sure that
agricultural limestone is added far
Bronze boating certificates were
nog enough in advance in
order that it
Squirrel season opens in Kenawarded to Debbriar McKinney,
will become available by the time
tucky August 13 and continues
Velma Caldwell, Wanda Moore,
it will be needed by the small
through October 31, the DepartMarta Moon, 12, daughter of Mr.
Jewell Cross and Gary Thurmon.
plants that will be there to use it. and Mrs. Charles
ment of Fish and Wildlife announcMoon of Fulton cookies, Carol Shaw; pie, Linda
Fulton County 4-H
members,
showed a purebred Angus steer as Patrick and canning, Carol Card- leaders and
Bronze certificates for swimming ed this week. The second half of
Proper
7evrdet
seed
variety
agents have returned
and grand
the
season opens December 1 and
champion of the Fulton welt.
selections are important plus corfrom a five day District 4-H Club were awarded to Carolyn Rice,
closes December it. rect amount to sow per acre.All County 4-H Club and FFA Beef
Felicia Adams received the craft Camp held at Dawson Springs, Vickie Wainscott, Kim Jackson,
Felicia
these things count a lot today- and Show during the Farm Bureau pic- exhibit award and
Patton,
The
Kentuc
David
Reelfoot Lake National
Sneed,
ky.
Gary
Dale Yates reThurmon, Gerald Cross, Johnny Wildlife Refuge squirrel season
more so than ever before due to in- nic at the Union Cumberland Pres- ceived a purple ribbon
With JIM PRYOR
for his
byteria
Myra
n
Scearc
Church
e, leader, attended Andrews and Ralph Wright. Gold dates are September 19, throug
creased costs.
on Wednesday, woodworking project with
Aark•Wwwwl Agent MUNI Central IIMINAS
h
a dry as did area
agent in youth work, certificates
were awarded
It has always been my expert- August 10.
sink. The award winning lamp was
to September 24 and October 3,
Miss Catherine Wilson, 'and County Randy Adams and Jack Watts.
through
DON'T PUT IT OFF TOO LONG 'rice that the very best soil bed preOctobe
made
r
8.
by Kathy SlabrY.
Ricky Hepler of Hickman showed
Agent John Watts. Sheila DeMyer
paration is the safest and surest. the - eserve
Reelfoot Refuge consists of apchampion and won the
Recreation patches were proudly
Hickman County Home Agent, was an assistant boating counsel
It is time for us to begin think- Sonic
or
feel that can be overdone i.epior showmanship
proximately 2000 acres. The area
received
award.
Maxine Griffin; South Fulton Home and Jane Voorhees was a
ing about a pasture Progam for but
by
Mary
Katherine
junior
that is very doubtful.
Stroud, Nancy DeMyer, Patricia open to hunting will be designated
fall, provided of course you are a
Economics Teacher Mrs. Robert counselor in the archery classes
Dennis Pewitt won the showman.
Of course moisture and rainfall
by signs.
Thompson and Miss Trudy Thomplivestock raiser and most farmers
Haney, Nancy Taylor, Wanda
ship contest in the dairy show as
are
vital
for
a
ialeces
Bronze
sful
certificates for archery
pasture
son, graduate student at the Unihave some at least. A pasture is
he
exhibit
Moore, Velma Caldwell, Debbriar
ed the champion Jersey.
like many other things today-much program. We are not always sure
versity of Tennessee served as were awarded to Nancy Taylor,
Junior champion jersey was shown
Carolyn Rice, Ben Terrett, Ralph McKinney and Mae Reese Stray.
time is involved in planning and in the fall if we will have moisture
judges for the exhibits.
by
Ruth
Ann
when
Burnett
we
need
.
it
Wright
and
, Johnny Andrews. David
due to that
getting ready for the actual operaThe twenty-five members attendA yellow embroidered dotted
Sneed, James Moore, Felicia Pattion. You cannot wait until the day fact we must prepare ourselves
ton, Benjamin Jones, and Vickie ing from Fulton County were jointo sow a pasture and then proceed for even the worst. With proper swiss dress was the fashion show
seed bed preparation and with the re-view winner made and
Wainscott. Gold patches were won ed by members from Hickman,
with the operations.
shown by
idea in mind of preserving
by Nancy DeMyer and Jack Watts. Carlisle, Ballard, and McCracken
all Miss Sheila DeMyer.
A good pasture program is very moistur
e possible that is present,
Ginger Yarbro modeled
expensive today and there should
Counties. They participated in naANDREWS
the
an almost sire job can be serum- champi
Bronze certificates in rifle safety
on apron of green and white
not be a single slip in getting polishe
were awarded to David Sawed, ture study, folk games, hand craft
d,
Jewel
ry Company
checked gingham and Carol Shaw
everything ready. After the •field
Velma Caldwell, Felicia Patton, and active outdoor sports.
Then following germination of
has been selected, be sure to have
all won a blue ribbon in the apron
Kim
Jackso
n,
Mae
Reese Stray, .
and legume seed group.
the soil tested by some good soiLs small grass
James Moore, Dan Sheehan, Gary
laboratory and ask for a complete sown it becomes necessary to
A green denim skirt and striped
Thurmon, Jewell Cross, Johnny
analysis of needs for the kind of protect them from all inserts that blouse made a champi
The U. S. Department of Agrion of Janet
Andrews, Ralph Wright, Ben Terculture has terminated proceedings
pasture you plan to sow. you attack small, immature plants. Adams while Ellen
Adams was the
rett and Jack Watts Gold certifiThis can be done with proper
on a proposal to amend the Paduuse champion in the skirt and
cates were awarded to Benjamin
blouse cah Federa
of insecticides and herbicides
l milk marketing order, Junes,
on made by a member group.
Wanda Moore, Debbriar Mcthe market.
Nancy Taylor was awarded the considered at a public hearing in Kinney. Randy Adams won
a gold
championship in the dress group Paducah, Ky., Nov. 17-18, 1965. The patch.
order sets minimum
for her white and red dotted swiss. Paducah
Come to file
prices
to
dairy farmers serving
DID YOU KNOW?
In the electricity project, bronze
Blue ribbon winners were Carla
parts of Kentucky and Missouri,
The rate at which agriculture Campbell and Wanda Everett.
but does not regulate prices conOther
winner
s and their divisions
has progressed in the United
ANSWERS TO PUZZLE
sumers pay.
States is one of the most signifi- were: Nancy Dixon, play clothes
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and Fonda Adams, mix-match outcant developments
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er and Marketing Serof modern
times. Per-acre yield of eightee fit. All winning garments will be vice officials said this decision ren exhibited at the Kentuc
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ky State lates to proposed plus-location adleading field crops, for example,
is Fait.
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justments to be paid by handlers
from
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Food
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exhibit
A
AD
sinners were: whose plants are located
twenty years ago. It rose almost
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in southbutters
t
cotch
fingers, Debbie Sow- western Kentucky.
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forty per cent between 1944 and
st
ell; recipe box exhibit, Carol CardE
1954. During
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this same period,
USDA recommended on July 18
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00
well; batter cake, Kathy Mabry;
KI
corn yields rose from thirtytwo angel food
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that
A
TI
fluid
milk
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prices
not
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be higher
cake,' Carol Cardwell;
• FREE TV IN EVERY ROOM
point eight bushels to fiftyo
one
OBI
pE4
at plants in that part of the mar,
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ellirSON
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point five bushels per acre....
PT
and
keting area relative to other plants
• 1 FINE RESTAURANTS
wheat, from seventeen point seven
operating under the order. Other
eA,E
Pr
SMITTEN
to twenty-one point three bushels
.
actions since November have inUNITED
• CHILDREN UNDER 14 FREE
Cotton yields jumped from three
creased the price level throughout
ES CELLS
Kentucky Straight Bourbon
Joe Martin, County Arent
hundred pounds per acre to four
, 90 Proof •100 Proof
..1
A
„
IL
sso
L
LE
AWE SA
the
Bottled-In•Bond. Yellowstone
market
.
• MOO FEET FROM MEMPHIS.
Union City, Tenn.
hundred and sixty-five pounds .
Distillery Co., Louisville,
Kentucky.
DOWNTOWN AIRPORT
peanutsc, from six and seventy
eight
to
COMM
almost eleven hundred
ONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CONTROL CATTLE GRUBS
•COMPLETELY REMODELED
made (maximum permitted by law is
pounds and rice, from twenty-one
38c),
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Between now and October is the
hundred to more than thirty hundwill produce
$ 2,605.95
DIVISION OF FINANCE
red pounds per acre.This efficie
proper time to use systemic insec17 The total number of male citizens listed
ny
for poll tax is
makes possible an abundance of ticides in controlling cattle grubs.
500,
and
based
on levy made, wilt produce
food and fiber .... contributing Aecording to Claude Logan, Jr. cat$ 1,000.00
tremendously to our high standard tle buyer for Reelfoot Packing
18 The None tax as authorized under the
provisions of
of living.
Company, cattle in the spring that
House Bill No. 471, and requested to be
FOR SCHOOL YEAR 1966-67
levied,
are free of grubs will bring at least
or other taxes will produce
FULTON CITY (IND.) SCHOOL DISTRICT, COUNT
50c more per hundred - on a 1,000
Y OF FULTON
000
Ia.
steer
D.
TOTAL
that
amounts to more
OF CODES, 0, 11, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18
GO TO C:7U(z
Y
$ 119,577.46
TO THE STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
than five dollars.
LESS: Cost of tax collections
$ 3209.46
Cost for treating an animal at
FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY
Exonerations (estimated)
this time of the year runs from 20
$ 500.00
nOTT
to 40 cents a head.
Delinquencies (estimated)
1.1.006.
compliance with the law and the regulations
In
$ 500.00
of the State Board of
W.. CA.
Whifnel Funeral Home
•1,11
To control materials are in corn- Education,
Discounts (estimated)
we, the Board of Education of the above-named
school disMilli use. One material
is
called
E.
HOME OF THE FAMOUS
TOTAL DEDUCTIONS
offers
Co-Ral, the other ltuelene. These trict, hereby submit to you for approval our General School Budget show$ 4,209.46
F. ESTIMATED RECEIPTS FROM
materials can be applied as water ing the estimated expenditures, the estima
PREVIOUS TAX
I). Prompt, courteous ambuted receipts, the rate of levy
spray's. Ruelene can be applied by specified by
DELIN
QUENC
IES
(CODE
this
beard,
12) AND REVENUE IN
and the County Clerk's certification of the levy
lance service with 2 staff mem• the
pour-on mix method. Mix acLIEU OF TAXES (CODE 13)
hers on duty at all times.
cording to package directions. An- made for the succeeding school year July 1, 1966 to June 30, 1967.
S
726.70
G. TOTAL ESTIMATED INCOME FROM
other material, Ronne!, is mixed This budget provides for a term of
DISTRICT
(9,
7). Credit on Tennessee Burial
14 months for all
with feed and fed a certain number
TAXATION (D-E plus F)
policies.
elementary schools)
$ 116,094.70
of days according to directions.
(Pi months for all high schools)
Don't treat dairy animals with
ESTIM
ATED
RECEI
Co-Ral within 14 days of freshen
PTS FROM ALL SOURCES OTHER
Telephone 472-2332
THAN
ing. The waiting period for RueCHARCOAL MOILED SPECIALTIES
DISTRICT TAXATION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES
iene is 28 days for dairy and beef
31-33 Tuition payments by individuals or
animals. Do not use any of the mafrom other districts $ 5,100.00
Code
31 Interest from investments and tempor
terials on lactating dairy animal
s. 111-135 - ADMINISTRATION $21,877
ary deposits ..$
Total S deem dellckaaell
0.00
.46 Less $3,709.46
Don't treat sick animals or ani$ 18,168.00
32 Rental of school facilities
211-258 - INSTRUCTION
$
mals under stress.
50.00
.
$ 190,630.32
33 Non-public school transportation
311-323 - ATTENDANCE SERVICES
0.00
ELECTRIC CORPORATION
$ 4.545.68
34 Student fees
411-431 - HEALTH SERVICES
MEETING NEXT THURSDAY
0.00
$
320.00
3.5 All other revenue receipts
511-547 - PUPIL TRANSPORTATION
$ 1,167.24
SERVICES
IT BEGAN "LIFE" WITH A $25
41 Foundation Program Fund
0.00
Lake Street
$ 152,534.61
Man for a charter. Now it has as- 611-654 - OPERATION OF PLANT
Fulton. Ky..
$ 18,944.60
42 Other State aid
sets of $8.4 million and about
$
397.00
100 711-744 - MAINTENANCE OF PLANT
$ 4,447.00
51 School lunch
tmployes. It's something to cele- 811-841 - FIXED
$ 3000.00
CHARGES
brate, so Gibson County Electri
5,039.2
$
9
52
Public Law 864 (Title III)
c 1111 1121-COMMIJNITY
$ 1,500.00
SERVICES
Membership
Corporation which
$
200.00
53 Public Law 864 (Title V)
A. TOTAL CURRENT EXPENSES, CODES
sends TVA power out to 23,000 cus$
$50.00
111-1121
54 Other Federal aid through State
tomers in West Tennessee, will obINCLUSIVE
0.00
$ 242,295.39
serve its 30th birthday August
61
Public
Law
874
18. 1211-1235-CAPITAL OUTLAY
0.00
The coop serves Gibson, Lake,
$ 16,131.74
62 Public Law 815
('rockett and Obion counties and 1311-1331-DEBT SERVICE
$
0.00
63 Other revenue from Federal source
0.00
portions of Dyer, Madison and Hay- 1410-1480-OUTGOING TRANS
s
FERS AND REFUNDS
433.58
$ 19,200.00
71 Sale of bonds (voted and fundin
wood counties.
g) ...........
B. TOTAL ESTIMATED EXPENDITUR
0.00
ES OTHER TIIAN
‘'hen we think about the Electri
81
Sale
of
real
propert
c
y
CURRENT EXPENSES,
co-op being 30 years old, we
0.00
should
82-83 Sale of equipment or miscell
aneoug items
remember that it was just a
CODES 1211-1480
few
0.00
$ 35,331.74
84 Net insurance recovery
years ago that most of us in
C. TOTAL BUDGET APPROPRIATIONS
this
0.00
(A
plus B)
area had to depend on coal
$ 277,027.13
H. TOTAL ESTIMATED INCOM
-oil TOTAL OUTSTANDIN
E FROM SOURC
lamps and very few of the
G INDEBTEDNESS
ES,
modern
OTHER THAN DISTRICT TAX
conveniences that we all have
Revenue Bonds
$ 161,532.43
$68,000.00
toI.
GRAN
D TOTAL OF ALL ESTIMATED
day. I cannot feature anyone
wantTOTAL
ing to go back to the
$ 68,000.00
RECEIPTS (G plus H)
so called
"Good 01' Days".
$ 277,627.13
-Directors of the Gibson
ESTIMATED RECEIPTS FROM SOURCES
County
OF DISTRICT TAXATION TO THE
LEVYI
Electric Co-op from Obion
NG AUTHORITY OF FULTO
N CITY (IND.) SCHOOL
County
are Mr. Arch Cultra,
DISTRICT.
Mr. W. G. 0 We expect to have on July 1 unexpended cash
Dement. Mr. J. M. Fisher,
balance in the general fund
Mr. A.
The Fulton City (Ind.) District
T. Cloar. and Mr. Earnes
Board of Education adopte
$
8,906.36
d the
t Ma- 11 The total assessed valuation
above budget for the 1966-67 fiscal
of all property subject to
loney.
year on the 8th day of
August, 1966
taxation for school purposes in this school district
and respectfully requests the levying
,
authority to impose a tax
REGISTERED HOG SALE
of 63.2
exclusive of the assessed valuation of bank
cents for general purposes on real
DRESDEN, TENN. AUGUS
shares,
estate, tangible personalty
T 9
and disand exclusive of real estate, tangible and
tilled spirts, a levy of 67.8 cents
franchi
on
se
public service companies,
The MT, akley_ County
a levy of
Livestock
taxes from corporations assessed by the
None for sinking fund purposes, a
Association will have anothe
Department
levy of None for "Schoo
r regl Building
of Revenue, amounts to approximately
istered hog sale at Dresde
Fund,"
a
levy
of
for "Special Voted School
$14,859,487 and
n, FriBuilding Fund,"
day, August 19 at 7:00 p.
based on levy made, will produce
and a levy of (14.7 plus 17.0) for
on. The
"Special Voted Tax for
$ 93.911.95
group will sell 10 boars
General School
and 40 14 The total assessed valuation of all
Purposes," on the one hundred dollars
taxpaying franchise
gilts. Duroc, Hampshire and
valuation of all property
Yorksubject
corporations, as assessed by the Department
to
shire hogs will be represe
commo
n
school
tax;
also,
a levy of 38 cents on the
of
nted in
one hundred dolthe sale.
Revenue, amounts to approximately
lars valuation of all bank shares
51,940,000
subject to common school
tax; a capiand based on the levy made, will produc
tation tax of 200 cents on male
FARM DATES TO REME
e
citizens in the common
$ 13,153.20
MBER
school district to
15 The total assessed valuation of all distille
whom this tax may be applica
TALK TO YOUR LOCAL PCA MANA
d
spirits
ble,
as
of
August
and tax of None
18- Annual Meeting • GibGER
provided
January 1, 1966 within the school district,
under 'House Bill 471. Note: The
son County Elec. Co-op as assessed
JOHN P. WILSON
63.2 cents is made up of
Trenton.
WARREN BARD
General Fund
August 19 - Registered Hog
by the Department of Revenue, amount
rate
of
48.5
cents
added to 14.7 cents Special
Sale •
s to
Field Off. Mar.
Voted
Field Off. Mgr.
Dresden • August 29, September
General Fund Tax.
approximately $-None- and based on
The 67.8 cents is made up of
3the
General Fund rate of 50.8
Hickman, Ky.
Obion County Fair.
Clinton, Ky,
cents added to
levy, will produce
17.0 cents Special Voted General
August 26 - Yorkville Dairy
Phone nt-nes
Fund Tax.
0.00
Cat- 16 The
Phone U3-5161
tle Show - September 7
total
assesse
d
valuati
on
of
all
bank
shares in
• Tested
submftted by order of the Fulton
Boar Sale - Dresden.
City (Ind.) ROAD OF
district amounts to
$ 685,785 and based on levy
MDUCATION
Ruby M. Winstead, Secretary
C. W. Waltsol, Chairman

Rally 'Round The Nuts,
It's Squirrel Hun! Time

Parts For All Electric
Shavers Al:

Plan To Amend
Federal Milk
Order Is Ended

Of all the
great Bourbons,
which is No.1
in Kentucky,
the home
of Bourbon?

MEMPHIS
CLARIDGE

Yellowstone.
T
ryit.a
$40:icir

ORION COUNTY

f7

GENERAL BUDGET

BELL, TO-ERN

BARBECUED BS
FROM THE NEC RESTAIIIIAIT

Need Money
for College?

GET IT

with a PCA Loan

Farm
Loans

Ranch
Loans

6 years old•

in Kencontinues
Departannounchalf of
er 1 and

The annual protracted meeting is
in progress at Sandy Branch this
week, with Bro. Land, from Nashville, deing the preaching.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Bowden,
from Madisonville, Ky., are visiting Mrs. Nell Bowden, and attended the service at Sandy Branch
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Copeland
spent the week end with their parents and attended service at Sandy
Branch Sunday.
Mrs. Wiley Sims went to Jackson
last Thursday for a checkup. She
was advised to put but very little
weight on the fractured hip.
Mr. and Mrs. Harmon Hagler and
children, from Joliet, Ill., visited
Mrs. Fred Vaughan last week.
Eight members of the Chestnut
Glade Club enjoyed the County

38 - Day Summer Meeting
ELLIS PARK RACES
July 23 through Sept. 5
8 Races Daily Except 9
Races on Wednesday's.
Saturday's & Labor Day

1-tome Demonstration Club's picnic
at the Ellington Hall at Reelfoot
Lake last Thursday. A most interesting lecture and films were
shown by Miss Mary Armstrong, a
teacher at the University of Tennessee, concerning the work she
did during the two years she spent
in India. Those from the Chestnut
Glade Club attending were: Mrs.
Laverne Owensby, Mrs. Jim Burke,
Mrs. Fred Vaughan, Mrs. Myrtle
Temple, Mrs. Lucy Gibb, Mrs. V.
C. Simpson, Mrs. Ellen Brown and
Mrs. Harvey Vaughan.
The Chestnut Glade Club will
meet at 1:30 p. m., Thursday, August 18, in the home of Mrs. Jim
Burke. Visitors are cordially invited. Mrs. Pat Harkey, home eepnomist for Weakley County Electric System, is expected to bring
valuable information at this meeting.
Mrs. J. T. Simpson and Mrs. V.
C. Simpson are visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Simpson in Chicago
this week.
The Bookmobile visnea the stations in this community Monday.
Several new books are available,
and every person in the community
is urged to use the services provided by the state and county.

Operated By

Mrs. Vesta Lagle
109 North 32nd Street
Louisville, Ky. 40212
August 8, 1966
To The Editor:
So the folks at Fancy Farm
were more interested in West Kentucky barbecue than in the propos•
ed gubernatorial candidates! A lot
of people are.
Why doesn't the Administration
try backing a winner that all the
democrats, along with a lot of independents and republicans, can
get enthusiastic about-like John
B. Breckinridge, the former_ attorney general, who cleaned up Newport and Carter County?
Mrs. Vesta Lagle
Telephone (502) 778-6179
Water Valley, Ky.
August 12, 1966

CenTHE 1966 MISS KENTUCKY, Becky Snyder, tours the University of Kentucky's
Kaslow
tennial Theatre with business director, Mitch Douglas, and resident actress, Susan
of
series
a
in
working
are
(right). Centennial Theatre features a cast of professionals who
indoors each
dramas which will be presented through Aug. 21. Performances are scheduled
and
weekend, beginning at 8:30 p.m. Admission is $2 and $1.50 for students. Reservations
information may be obtained by phoning 252-2200, extension 2411 in Lexington.

Track located between
Evansville, Ind., & Henderson, Ky.
on U. S. Highway 41 at
Twin Bridges
POST TIME: 2:00 P. M., COST.
NO CHARGE FOR PARKING
Air Conditioned Club House

JAMES C. ELLIS PARK

Letters To Editor Paducah Coin
Club To Host
State Meeting

TWIN CITY ROME
IMPROVEMENT CO.

• DUKEDOM RT. 2

• AUSTIN SPRINGS

Mrs. 0. F. Taylor

By Mrs. Carey Friel&

Dear-Sirs:
Recently we were sent a copy of
your newspaper, dated July 14,
1966. We very much appreciated
the article regarding the indecent
film shown at the Fulton Theatre.
If more people would dare to protest the evil in the land, I'm sure
we would have a better place to
raise our children.
We would like to subscribe to
your paper. Thank you.
Sincerely ,
Rev. and Mrs. P. B. Carnahan
Pentecostal Tabernacle

Pleasant View Baptist Church
began regular monthly singings on
I.st Sunday afternoon and had a
good crowd singing. Everyone is
invited to plan to he on hand next
"Area residents should sign up
Fevond Sunday at 130 p. in. and for medicare three months before
in
worship
of
enjoy this --period
their 65th birthday," said Charles
song, and the fellowship which is Whitaker, Social Security District
so easily found in church singing. Manager of Paducah.
Mrs. John Mitchell remains
"The medical insurance part of
Bro. and Mrs. Joe Barber and
about the same and has been re- two girls, of Fulton, were supper Medicare will pay no bills during
110i roux
ported very ill for several weeks. guests of Mr. and Mrs. Coy Harri- the month a person becomes age 65
Bro. unless he has Signed up before that
• FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
Rev. Russell Rogers filled his son and Paul on Friday night.
Chapel. month,- Whitaker said. -Costerage
regular appointment at New Salem Barber is pastor of Adams
• FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
one to six months,
Mrs. Elizabeth Darnell and Mrs. is delayed from
Bemis, Church the past Sunday at
FARM LOANS
for those applying in the month of
The evening service was Loyd Watkins, of the Dukedom
m.
a.
11
298 MAIN STREET
OFFICE PHONE 472-1351
age 65 or the three following
devoted to class and congregation- Homemakers, attended the picnic months; failure to apply beforeFULTON, KENTUCKY
al singing, with all departments of at Reelfoot Lake last Thursday. the fourth month after 65 causes
Sunday School and BTU taking This was the county-wide picnic of complete loss of coverage until
the Homemakers Clubs.
part. Many attended.
July 1968."
Mrs. Russell Sherron had sur"There is no time limit for apMr. and Mrs. Robert Hickman gery at Hillview Hospital.
week
plying for hospital insurance but
the
spent
Bobby,
and son,
Hillin
Mrs. • Durrell McCall is
an eligible person should also apply
end in St. Louis. They were acearly for this part of Medicare," he
companied home by Herbert Eu- view for treatment for bursitis.
ACROSS
Fulton
in
is
Blaylock
Almon
Mrs.
explained.
R.
II.
Mrs.
gene, son of Mr. and
1,Cereal
The Paducah office is open ant.!
5. Mapped
True, for a visit with his grand- Hospital with pneumonia.
airs. Larry Watkins, Mrs. Larry 9:00 p. m. each Thursday to facili12. Gush
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Grover
McCall
Joyce
Miss
and
Gossum
13. Halo
the handlii.g of medicare aptate
True, and the Rickman family.
14. Antenna
we:e hostesses for a pink and blue plications.
progress
16. Disease
in
was
AlThe Bible School
shower, honoring Mrs. Malcolm
17.Treated
all last week at New Salem Church. fred, at the home of Miss McCall on
unfairly
very efficient leaders had Friday night. About 35 guests atSome
19. Exists
charge in the afternoon meetings. tended and many beautiful and
20. Scotch shirt
Each child who participated re- useful gifts were received. Mrs.
21. Discovered
ceived valuable training, and the Amber Byars received the door
26. Roman
bronze
program presented was enjoyed by prize, Paula Rickman and Sandra
28. Mist
A report from the division of
all.
Perry were contest winners. The
29.Snow glider
house was decorated in pink and teacher education and certification
her
Darnell,
30. Exclamation
Mrs. Elizabeth
blue, and delicious refreshments of the Kentucky State Department
32. News
mother-in-law, Mrs. Darnell, of were served. Guests from a dis- of Education states that Fulton
35. Printers
Dresden, and Mrs. Inez Vincent, tance were: Nettie Burrow and no- County schools had aapproximately
measure
are visitors,in the home of Mr. and vena Jackson from Detroit, Mrs. 79 certified teachers and adminis36. Japanese
Mrs. Grover True.
sash
licwell Jones and Mrs. Edmund trators in the school program as of
38. Prefix: not
and Mr. and October 1965.
News reached us of the passing Jones of Hickman,
39. Salt: chem.
Memphis.
Approximately 73 will be in the
DOWN
24. Supplement
of Mrs. Julia Copeland, widow of Mrs. Bill Shelton of
54. Combined
41. Lineage
night, school program this year with 2
Thursday
on
Beginning
ocI. Musical
25. Noise
55. Asserts
44. Existence
the late Joe Copeland, which
will be prayer vacancies as of July 8.
drama
'27. Chant
57. Convent
47. English
curred early Monday morning in August 25, there
2. Dawn
practice at Good
As an indication of teacher turnLOOMS
letters
tlw Weakley County Hospital. Mrs. meeting and choir
leco1n
atpn
e
L:Li
s
31".night. Rev. over approximately 8 professional
30
Thursday
aidelldleoeyr
48. Struck down $8. Croquette 4
each
mm
3. S
Copeland, 93. was our most be- Springs
59. War god
50. Rang out
revival at New persons employed in October, 1965
loved Christian and had been ill for Shillon is holding a
5. Calcium:
34. More saline
Presbyterian will not be returning to the school
ten days or more. She had lived Salem Cumberland
chem.
37. Models
week.
system this fall and 7 of these pro40. Small
6. Droning
here many years and in Palmers- Church this
fessional personnel left Kentucky
sound
42. Small
ville, where she owned her home.
for employment in other states.
islands
7. Macaw
Funeral services were held at Old
8. Object from 43. Flightless
Bethel Baptist Church Tuesday afthe past
bird
ternoon, with the pastor officiat9. Warms
45. Senses
Season tickets for the Fulton
ing. Burial was at Morgan Cemebread
46. Stops
are
tery aear Palmersville Road. Mrs. High School football games
10. Old age
49. Peruvian
$5.00
Indian
11. Tunisian
Copeiand is survived by two daugh- now Ai sale. Adult tickets are
$2.50.
are
tickets
stuCen;
50. Average
ters and five sons, besides a num- and
are 75c
tirtloeeerbs
12. P
51. Hebrew
ber of grandchildren and several Single admission tickets
and majpriest
15. Guided
great grandchildren. Deep sym- and $1.25. Cheer leaders
The South Fulton Red Devils
1-- Self
and
18. Tells the
tickets
the
pathy is extended all the bereaved orettes are selling
56. State: abbr.
meaning
their will meet the Greenfield Yellowones. Anderson Funeral Home had they urge everyone to make
at the South Fulton Athletic
22. 2000 lbs.
56. Compass
jackets
ptirchases as soon as possible.
charge of all arrangements.
Point
23. Ova
Field on Friday, September 2, to
officially open the 1966 football
se,.son.
Saturday, August 27, the Red
Devils will play Halls, Tennessee
I UNDERSTAND,SIR,L YES, HE REPORTS 14C1w (4
"THE ACCOMMODATIONS
GIVE-n-10SE GUESTS13IE
in the Reelfoot Conference JamboculsiNE,sEtvicE...EVERY 'IOU ARE A NEWSPAPER MANY NEWSPAPERS ART
ree at the University of Tennessee
RoYAL.TREATMENT...NEt
sTAND
114E
LEFT ON
SUPERB!pm
Martin Branch. Tickets may be
REFMTER!
A NEWSPAPER REPoRTER! IA tuG...wAS
\
!
NIGNT
MOST
EVERY
purchased for this event at South
STAY HERE NOS
MAYBE HE'LL GtVE OUR‘‘,I
ow
!
Fulton High for $1.00 they will be
DELIGHTFUL
PUBLICITY!
NOTErl. SoME
;
"4
#
52.00 at the gate.
...V.
ANKsla
'YES Si
i
tar
9121,11ANK
k
,
%*

Dade Park Jockey Club,
Inc.

Bill Taylor

400 Main

Mrs. Hubert Puckett is in Chicago on a visit Atli icr sisters and
other relatives. iva line sae is away,
the husband is a house guest of his
mother. Mrs. Huse McGuire, and
Mr. McGuire. Both are enjoying
their visits.

Report On County's
Teachers Revealed

Red Devils Play First
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The Western Kentucky Coin Clul
of Paducah will be the host club to:
the Sixth Annual State Conventio:
and Coin Show. The three day prr
gram will run August 26, 27, 28 at
the Jaycee Civic Center.
The sale of coins by bidding wil
again be a feature of the state pro
gram. More than 40 dealers hay,
reserved display space at the Cen
tcr to supply the needs of all coil
collectors. For the serious collecto:
and the kibitzer as well, severs
large and famous coin collection
will be on display. One of the moo
noted- will feature the celebrate,
1913 Liberty nickel valued at som,
$50,000, and a platinum Kenned
medal also valued at ten thousam
dollars.
Trophys will be awarded for th,
best displays in several categoric
at a breakfast to be held Sunda;
moraing in the private dining roon
at the Diplomat Inn.
Admission to the displays is fre,
and the public is invited. N,
charge will he made for parkin:
in th,• Center parking lot.

S. P. MOORE & CO.
140 Broadway, South Fulton
Phone 479-1864
-Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
-Vinyl and Tits
-Downs and McGee Carpeting
-Upholstering, Modern
Antique
-Viking Kitchen Carpeting
-Jim Martin Paints

AA a4owei Amer ifiq
1PIONEER EXCITEMENT

KENTUCKY •
• STATE FAIR
This year. new dates! Ten big days. The kids are out of school.
And there's excitement waiting ... pioneer excitement that
ranges from new rides on the midway, to new things to eat, to
new sounds in music, to new developments in space. It's the
Kentucky State Fair! Let yourself go:

Fess Parker anti
The T Steiner
Rodeo
TV's Daniel Boone
comes to Kentucky

for the State Fair, with the splitsecond excitement of champion.
ship rodeo riding. Aug. 19.21.

All Star
Football

-The biggest
show in the
nation, witn horses Competing for
thousands in prizes. Champions
pee
performing every night .

afternoon matinees. Aug. 22.27.

Olson
Shows

Came,

between the CityCountyHigh School
Ail-Sters. Football
at Its finest, played to benefit
the Kentucky Society for Crippled

Children. August 18.

World's
Champ:onship
Horse Show

Midway
_ toe ttt 0st
glittering,
breathtaking
rides in America

1
New rides

thia

year. Every fair day.

PLUS
FREE! TEENAGE ACTIVITIES AND PROGRAMS
FREE! KY. LONG RIFLE SHOOTING CONTEST
FREE! AQUA HIGH DIVE THRILL SHOW
FREE! COUNTRY MUSIC SPECTACULAR

Dollar-a-carload hours every day!

It's tufts161 on the
SUNNY MISSISSIPPI
GULF COAST
• .",*1-'
come on down to the

MRS.JONES TI-IOUGHT IT`
WAs HER HUSBAND AND
SMACKED HIM OVER THE
HEAD WIT-1 A Gol-F CLUO!
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HOTEL
and COUNTRY CLUB, Edgewater
• The "Coast's" largest 400 room hotel,
offering warmest Southern hospitality,
delirious food. 18 hole Championship
Coll Course, Fishing and Sailing, Tennis
and Lawns,Pool and Paranoia Ming
13 and Dancing. 28 mil* sand beach.
Mass morn early. Wire sr phone 01-$842

..p.....

Park, Biloxi, Mississippi
SPECIAL GOLF PACKAGE:
6 Golfing days, 5 Beautiful nights,
deluxe room, 5 breakfasts and dinner,
includes all green fees. Golf carts
available. $7950 per person, doable.
en yew Trivet Asset
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air that night.
participants
Other conference
will attend a reception at the KenBar Inn at 6:30 p. m. on Saturday
to be followed by a buffet dinner
and dance.
On Sunday the conference group
will leave Kentucky Dam Village
for Kenlake State Park aboard the
Monday, August 15, was the date
Belle of Louisville. A barbecue
of a gala occasion in the lovely
dinner is planned-at Kenlake to be
country home of Mrs. Cecil Bin.
followed by entertainment at the
fort:, when old friends and students
Kenlake Amphitheater.
af Beelertun High School met and
A ladies luncheon is scheduled
-pent the day. Outside the,rain fell
for
the Ken-Bar Inn on Monday
and thunder rumbled, but no one TROOPERS
and
will feature a fashion show. A
Continued from Pa4le One)
inside noticed this. All were ton
reception will be held at the Villousy reliving their sunny yester- Mid,ay Baptist Church conducted lage Inn to be followed
by a Kenlays together.
country
the services and interment was in tucky
dinner at 7:00
p. m., and a Lake Barkley cruise.
A bountiful meal was served at the Crockett Chapel Cemetery.
The conference will close on
ion
monii
am am am me En me RIK us Tuesday after a luncheon
for the
iadies featuring Mr. Harm and a
conference and reception to be held
it the Ken-Bar Inn. A formal state
dinner will close the conference
Tuesday night at the Ken-Bar
Barkley Room.

Rain Outside
Fails To Stop
Get - Together

noon.
Those present were: Mrs. Grace
Brown Raymer of Columbus, Mrs.
Maude Cook Pharis, Mrs. Judy
Robey Brady, Miss Boone Walker,
Miss Polly Thompson, Miss Mary
Swan Bushart, the hostess, Mrs.
Mildred Hicks Binford, and a very
special guest who was able to be
with the group for the first time,
lii s. Ita Richmond Edwards from
Hazel Park, Mich..,

MOTOROUrSolid-State Clock Radio
• instant on. No tubes to bum out!
• Clock face lights up in the dark
• Sleep Switch automatically shuts radio off

I
I
I

$29.95

WADE TV
51 By-Pass
mu um mos

Phone 472-3462

I

Fulton, Ky.

ims mes Nos mor mit me

P-TA MEET
The First District Parents and
Teachers School of Instruction was
held at Holiday Inn in Paducah on
I Au., st 16. Mrs. Frank Kolb, Jr.,
First District president of Mayfield, called the meeting to order.
Duties of the various chairmen
were given and ways to Improve
local PTA units were discussed.
The new district officers were introdueed. Lunch was served to fifty
residents and delegates.

MN

II

FRIGIDAIRE"14"-new space,
new beauty. new Doweri

CLASSIFIED ADS
WANTED: Woman to live in home
with elderly couple in Wingo and
assist in caring for invalid husband. Light duties. Call Thomas
Holloway, 376-2271 days, 376-2233
nights.
CV ANTENNAS: We Install ['rade-repair and move. Get our
>rices. We service all makes TV.
Phone 472-3643. Roper Television.
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma
thine and electric floor polishei
and electric vacuum cleaner. Ex,
shange Furniture Co.

Model FP0-1437K, 14.3 cm ft.(NEMA standard)
• New space! 14.3 cu. ft. of it-all Frost-Proof! Grant
127-lb. top freezer lets you store more.
• New beauty! Bold new design adds a
touch to any kitchen:

decorator's

• New power! It's
powered by the new
Power CapsuleSpace Age successor to
the old-fashioned
compressor!

$3.00
AWED( ATTER
SMALL DOWN
PAYMENT

GRAHAM FURNITURE CO.
"FOUR FLOORS OF FINE FURNITURE"

301 WALNUT

DIAL 472-3791

FRIGIDAIRE automatic
oven-just set and go!
RD-351
30" electric
Aztec copper Or white

•

CAYCE POST OFFICE(Continued from Page one
less than a living wage for the postmaster. Even so, to keep the Cayce
Post Office alive, both Mrs. Tibbs
and Mrs. Menees were willing to
operate it on this small a stipend,
they told a News reporter.
Many a devoted historian has
stopped to visit the Cayce Post Office and many more have requested the post marks on remails. This
portion of history is now a memory.
Having reached J point in the
Commonwealth of K. ntucky where
mud: accent is placed upon its
history and its tourist attractions,
this post office ha, been closed.
At a time when western Kentucky is fighting to save itself
from enonomic detriment and attempting to attract industries in
various ways, the Cayce Post Office
is closed.
(Many Cayce requents feel that
because of the tourist interest in
the Casey Jones monument, Kentucky State official, might have intervened in Washington to continue the postoffice.)
The Cayce Post Office is not
dead for want of a postmaster.
The Cayce Post Office is not
dead for want of local interest.
The Cayce Post Office is not
dead for want of a building.
The Cayce Post Office is not dead
for want of historical value.
Why is the Cayce Post Office
dead?
The question is answered with the
cold, hard facts of life and financial statistics advanced by postal
authorities in the Cincinnati district. Yearly receipts from the
sub-station were less than the annual sum paid out for its operation.
Mrs. Tibbs' bid to operate the substation was a little over $1600 per
year.
(Ed's Note: Wh). pick on Cayce?
The postoffice department has
been operating billions of dollars in
the red for periods longer than the
memory of this publisher, and
those much older.)
Mrs Ada Maye Hampton Wall,
postmistress from July 7, 1942 until July 31, 1957 expressed her regret upon the passing of the Cayce
Post Office. "So many have worked
so many years to keep it going,"
she said. "The mail is delivered
now, of course, but it doesn't get
here 'til ten or elcu en and the men
cure miss going down to get it
_early in the morning," Mrs. Wall
continued.
"I had slot of mail for the Cayce
Schoa," Mrs. Tibbs remarked
sadly, "I guess they'll get it all
from Fulton now."
John B. Gadberry, postmaster
from 1957 until 1962 and Miss
Clarice Bondurant, postmistress
from September of 1941 until July
1942, and Mayme Asbell Scearce
pos,mistress from June 1921 until
August 1923, the only postmaster,
surviving the Cayce Post Office,
mourn its loss, but they join with
all the good residents of Cayce in
remembering the wonderful day,
when the Cayce Post Office was
the center of attention and the
place to start the day.
The Cayce Post Office is not dead
as long as it lives in the memory
of its friends.

COMMONWEALTH OF
KENTUCKY
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
Sealed bids will be received by
the Department of Highways at its
office, Frankfort. KentuckY, until
10:00 A. NI. Eastern Standard Time
on the 26th day of August, 1966, at
wnich time bids will be publicly
opened and read for the improvement of:
FULTON-HICKNIAN COUNTIES,
IPP 1-1, SP 38-657, Sr 53-779. The
lackson Purchase Parkway from
ipproximately 2250 ft. west of Ky.
107 near Fulton extending northeasterly to near Ky. 1529 northwest
of Water Valley, a distance of 4.553
miles. Grade and Drain on Mainline: Grade, Drain and Surfacing
on Crossroads and Frontage Roads.
SP GROUP 29 (1966)
Fulton Co., SP 38-187
The Hickman-Fulton (Ky. 166)
Road from Ky. 125, 4.0 miles southeast of Hickman to US 51 at Ricesilk, a distance of 13.270 miles.
Ditching and Shouldering.
Fulton Co., SP 38-207
The Hickman-Union City (KY. HAWS MEMORIAL
125) Road from S. C. L. of Hick(Continued on Page Four)
man to the Tennessee State Line, a
distance of 6.129 miles. Ditching
additional floor space pm.- patient.
and Shouldering.
Plaintiffs said they were licensed
Bid and Specimen proposals for
under the old standards and should
all projects are available until 3:00
be permitted to continue under
P. M. EASTERN STANDARD
them.
TIME on the day preceding the
Other plaintiffs were: Mrs. Vir
bid opening date at the Division of
ginia Jackson of Anne Lynn Manor
Contract Controls at a cost of
and Mrs. Estill Dusenberry of
$2.06 each. Bid proposals are issued
Keeling Nursing Home of Louis
only to prequalified contractors.
ville; New Castle Sanitarium, New
Remittance payable to the State Castle;
Mrs. Lou Eads, Cloverport
Treasurer of Kentucky must acand Mr. and Mrs. William Miller.
company request for proposals.
Lexington.

South Fulton Students
Need Immunizations

Active P-TA Membership Shows
Interest In Children's Welfare
Every parent interested in the
education of his children should be
an active member of the PTA.
Mrs. Charles Maynard membership
committee chairman for the South
Fulton PTA expresses this viewpoiht as she urges all parents to
cooperate with tier in an effort to
ve 100 percent meinbership for
the 1966-67 year.

Virgil Yates, principal of South
Fulton school announced that all
students enrolling this fall must
have an immunization slip. Miss
Nancy Gillum of the Obion County
Health Department will be at, the
South Fulton City Hall on the first
and third Wednesdays from 2:00
to 3:36 p. m. Parents must write or
call the Health Department for
Miss Gillam to bring the health record of the child so the immunization slip may be issued.

Bill Green; Legislation, James
Butts; Scrapbook and school education, Mrs. Eugene Bard; Historian, Mrs. William Earl Long; PTA
magazine, Mrs. James 0. Robey;
Spiritual, Rev. John Bradley; Hospitality, Mrs. Harold Henderson;
Counseling and
guidance, Rev.
Gerald Stow; School lunch program, Sonny Puckett; Budget-Finance, Henry
Mental
Dunn;
The executive co.nmittee met health, Mrs. Mac
Burrow; YearWedaesday night, August 10 and book, Mrs. Ned Waldrop and
Safethe meeting was called to order by ty', Garry Wright.
President Ed Neeley. Mrs. R. T.
Bonker, secretary cabed the roll of
"Wr. Like Bane :as"
the standing co,Lmittec chairman.
'Banana. Are G4s-o-d"
The first meeting will be a
"Family Get-Acquainted Potluck
Dinner" to be held at the South
Fulton school cafeteria at 7:30
p. An., September 1. Mrs. Harold
Henderson
will
be
hospitality
chairman for this event.

Children without the necessary
immanization, slip will not be able
to inter school on August 22, said
Yates.

CANNON AGENCY

The executive committee will
meet again at 7:00 p. m. prior to
the dinner meeting on September
1.

BROADWAY

Standing committee chairmen for
this school year are: Program,
Harold Henderson; Health, Mrs.
Joel Nabors; Founders Day, Mrs. /

PHONE 479-2651

-

Real Estate- General Insurance

•
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Lobel
6 Years Old
90 PROOF
(Green

$455
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$1,000,000 Can't Buy a Better Bottle of Bourbon!
Essrmazo AND BOTTLED BY HEAVER HILL DISTILLERIES. INC.. BARDSTOWN. NELSON, COUNTY, KENTUCKY

NOTICE TO FULTON BUSINESS FIRMS:
Beginning with the next utility billing the City of Fulton will institute a revised
Garbage Collection Fee for the commercial establishments within the City of- Fulton.
The reason for this change is to provide a more equitable rate based on the number
of pick-ups required per establishment and the volume of garbage. This schedule can
also be readily adapted for each business's particular requirements. In other words, if a
business has one day of the week that is unusually heavy in garbage disposal then this
garbage can be picked up on that day, and if there are days in which the volume is not
such that would require a pick-up then these days can be eliminated. The rate charged
will be based upon the number of pick-ups and the volume of garbage.
The problem that the City is encountering is the rising cost of collection of garbage
and yet trying to maintain an equitable fee for the customer. This change is an attempt
to reduce the number of trips and the number of stops and yet provide • satisfactory
service which in turn will reduce the cost and prevent the need for having to add additional equipment and personnel.
THE RATE SCHEDULE IS AS FOLLOWS:
NUMBER OF 20

RATE PER MONTH BASED ON PICK-UPS PER WEEK

GALLON CANS

1
1-4
5-9(1 Cu. yd.)
10-14 (2 Cu. yd.)
15-19

2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

2

3

4

5

6

2.50
4.00
6.00
10.00

3.00
5.00
8.00
15.00

4.00
7.00
12.00
20.00

4.50
8.00
13.00
25.00

5.00
10.00
15.00
30.00

3.00
4.00

4.00
6.00

6.00
7.00

7.00
8.00

8.00
10.00

Adaptable Containers
1 Cu. Yd.
2 Cu. Yd.

2.00
3.00

Questions or problems regarding these new rates should be directed to the City Manager.

SAVE! We're outto DOUBLE OUR SALES!
. Cook-Master starts and stops the oven, cooks for you
while you're away, dinner's ready when you get back.
• Holiday-size oven gives you room even for a big
turkey or whole family
oven meals.

•

Big, full-width potsand-pans storage
drawer-removable for
under-range cleaning.

FRIGIDAIRE Washers
PRICED TOSEWN

Our customers are so pleased with the
new Frigidaire Jet Action Washer that we
are going all out to double our number of
satisfied users. This means you get low,
low prices plus top dependability! So
hurry for the buy of the year!

•

• Modem recessed cooking top.

Per Week

GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY

GRAHAM FURNITURE CO.

'TOUR FLOORS OF FINE FURNTTITRE

"FOUR FLOORS OF FINE FURNITURE"

301 WALNUT

DIAL 472-3791

301 WALNUT

DIAL 472-3791
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Cooper Chairwoman
— Mrs.
LOUISVILLE
Don Ball, Kentucky's "Outstand
mg Young Republican Woman."
will serve as chairwoman for
Sen. John Sherman Cooper's reelection campaign this fall. Mrs.
Ball, wife of a Lexington legislator, has served as treasurer
Of the Kentucky Federation of
Republican Women since 1964.

— A
PORTLAND, Ore.
scale so sensitive it can weigh a
pencil dot is used by Omark In
dustries Inc., here to measure
industrial diamonds for the diamond-Impregnated blades and
drills it manufactures for use In
cutting concrete, masonry and

ALWAYS
IN TUNE
WITH YOU

W F
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SECOND
SECTION

Of interest fo Homemakers

stone.

Bargains galore all over town. Check this page
for just a sampling of the wonderful buys now
offered. Then turn to the ads elsewhere in
this paper for more great dollar-stretchers!
/
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Come in

WEEKEND SPECIALS! 22c

FINAL REDUCTIONS!
Suits

Swim
Ladies Catalina
Priced as low as
At
DRESSES Valued
for
Now selling

$1.49
binders (save 53c1
88c
Reg. $2.02 Ring binders (save 260
74c
Reg.$1.14 Ring punched notebook paper
ruled,
Sheets
500

STORE
THE LEADER
434 Lake Street

STORE
BEN FRANKLIN

Special Values
k In Bedding
0-

200 Lake

59c box
Rexall face tissue,
tablets
100
aspirin,
Rexall
special for
Permanent,
$2 Fast

$2 to $10
$14.95
$3 and $5

Street

49c
$1

SORE
EVANS DRUG
Lake Street
216

Thurs. - Fri. - Sat.

SPECIAL
BACK-TO-SCHOOL
WEEKEND
4
-

Come To

Graham rum.
Company

SPECIALS!
BARGAIN CARNIVAL

SUITS
ALL MEN SUMMER
$

1 LOT BOYS TEM

$39.98
Reg. $29.98 to room
make
to
go
Must
merchandise. No
for fall
alterations, no returns:

$1.29

301 Walnut Street

420 Lake

312

General Mills new Snack-pack!

"BUGLES"

SOFA PILLOWS
3 for $2.88
WADE FURNITURE

7-oz. size. Reg 39c

SCHOOL
BACK - TO MERCHANDISE

all sales cash.

STORE
NOFFEL'S DEPT.
Street

K. HOMRA'S
Lake Street

DECORATOR TYPE

SEE ALL THE
BEAUTIFUL NEW

—

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIALS

29c

GILBERTS SUPER MARKET
4th & Carr Sts., Fulton

20- Banana-seat bicycles

$36.88

8-Transistor radios

$10.88

Fulton Hdwe.& Furniture Co.
Lake Street

ALL
Summer
Hats

Summer

Selection of
Beautiful Small
COLORED GLASS
CONTAINERS

Men's and Boy's Henley

SPORT SHIRTS
knits - Solids Plaids
Values up to $3.98 only
$1.00
Limit 4 to a customer

BATHING CAPS 1/2 PRICE
T COPPERTONE 1/4 OFF

JOY-LYNN SHOP

99c I
with
BINDER
Paper, organizer 8. 48Page Dictionary
Clip,

r

FAMILY PACK

KASNOW'S

78c,

BOY'S SHIRTS
Short Sleeves Sizes 2 to 6

2 For $1.00
BUDGET SHOP

Denim Notebook

composition
With filler, index,
-a,!
carry
dictionary,
book,
Reg. 53.32
Special $2•

Revlon Aquamarine

00

MOISTURE LOTION

W&L Dollar Store

Reg. $2.00 Special $1.10

at CITY DRUG

Hood

DRESSES
$5 $10 $15
ELIZABETH'S

3 RING BLUE CANVAS

BINDER

$1.00 Each

Summer Clearance

STORE WIDE

BACK-TO-SCHOOL SPECIALS

_ ONLY
FILLER5 PAPER
PACKAGES

1

DRESSES
Now
$5 $10 $15
$2.00
CLARICE SHOP

i

BALDRIDGE'S

TENNIS OXFORDS
White Red

Black by BF Goodrich S-M 41/2 to 10
Children in white only

$2.69

Only
THURS..FRI. - SAT.

BAY FAMILY SHOE STORE

SOUTHSIDE DRUG
BOYS BACK - TO -SCHOOL
SHIRTS . • . . $1.00
values to S2.38
Short & lono sleeve:

WEARS SONS
Lake Street

bow 3- Ply ven«.
Immo with bolted
:::t7:hlac"
k,
.nd olive, Slight Ir.
regukm.

NATIONAL STORE
LAKE STREET

ef ,

Richmond Paper
Denied Access
To Records
When everything seems just or shake it. You may have to give
some hints, such as it could be
the same
You'll find it's time to play a found in the kitchen, or you use it
evtry day. The winner might get
game.
Games are a necessary part of ttie object for a prize.
Good pencil and paper games
the recreation period of organizations whether they be civic or re- may always be devised by using
name of the honoree, the purgames
the
need
ligious. Even families
pose of the meeting, or even the
for the bad weather days.
It is a good idea to review the month of the year. and asking the
various games and think of them play. rs to make as many words as
in terms of the groups to partici- possible from the letters.
If the meeting is in your home,
pate and the many ways they can
be innovated to suit the modern hide various objects in unusual
Put a pencil in a flower
places.
are
era. New games, as a rule,
simply a variation of old standards. pot, a bar of soap on the window
Most of the ideas mentioned sill, a dish cloth pinned to the dram
here are suitable for adult organi- eries, a shoe for a book end on a
zations and combined with your shelf, a glass in the chandelier or a
ingenuity they may be made ap- handkerchief. When the time
comes, let the quests wander about
propriate for any group.
A quiet game that encourages the room and see how many obeveryone to talk was used recently jects they find out of place.
Observation games are always
for a senior citizens group in Clinton. Everybody likes to give ad- interesting, no matter how many
they are used. A basket full
times
on
themselves
vice and to express
various subjects and this affords bf items viewed for a few seconds
by each player is listed from memthem the opportunity.
Questions are prepared such as: ory. A number of objects in a
is a little different. Let
drawer
art,
of
work
favorite
your
is
What
music, book, flower, person, Bible each guest peep in the drawer for
scripture, television program, etc.? a few seconds, close the drawer
What do you think of teen-age mar- and then make a list. It is often
riages, Viet Nam war, ways to en- surprising how many things are
listed that weren't even in the
joy retirement, hobbies etc.?
The questions are written or drawer or basket. That proves
how we imagine things sometimes.
paper
of
sheet
typed inside a folded
For roll call suggestions if you
which may be decorated with an
appropriate picture. The papers wi^h to push a project. Pass out a
or two of facts at a
paragraph
are placed on a tray to be drawn
and opinions are limited to a re- Prior meeting. As an example,
quired length of time. The ques- members could be given a list of
tions may be collected to be used the counties in Kentucky, then at
at some subsequent meeting so the next meeting they would have
that other members may air their to answer the roll call with the
opinions of the various subjects. name of a county. Be sure to call
The questions may be geared to the roll at the other end of the alphabet sometimes so that the "A's"
any age group.
There was a game on television will have to think hard for a difat one time where the contestants ferent answer once in a while inwere required to bid on certain stead of the "X, Y and Z's".
A recreation chairman has a
items and if they went over the
problem for prizes sometimes and
cost of the item they lost.
.With this theory pictures of fur- guests will say they don't expect
niture, refrigerators, trailers, and anything, but a little prize is alsuch can be cut out and pasted on ways desirable even if it is some
individual sheets of paper. The de- hqtne made cookies, or a plant cutscription and price can be pasted ting.
Prizes are no problem for "Mumto the back of the paper or on a
separate sheet. The pictures are mies" after a hearty game of
then held for all to see while the scrabble, monopoly or old maid.
recreation chairman reads the de- Nothing is nicer than an extra
scription of the merchandise. Play- piece of cake or two cookies instead
ers guess the retail price of the of one.
Letters are nice to receive and
merchandise and the player with
the most correct answers wins the we have very few to use in our
Shopper column. Why not sit
prize.
For real fun wrap an odd object down and write a post card size
in a large box or unusual container iora if you haven't time for a letput it in an obvious, place and ask ter and we promise to use it right
everyone to be thinking what is in here.
Jackie
it. Let them pick it up. feel of it,
Fulton Shopper
Fulton, Kentucky

-EdiRICHMOND, Ky.
tor Randall Fields of the Richmond Register says he will take
legal action Immediately to gain
access to City Police files.
Register personnel wert
barred from police files thl

tempted to call,the administrator but could not reach him, and
that attempts to call Sebastian
and tell him this failed.
Sebastian said the files will be
closed to the Register "as long
as I am chief," and he said ol
Register executives "done me
dirty."
Sebastian has not barred the
local radio station nor a correspondent for a Lexington
newspaper.

If your clothes get plum tuckered out...11 seams
and lapels become puckered and rippled if your
suit or dress get "tired",..then treat them to
Small 11 to Mega 13
White Ovenise 6
Black or White Smaller

Here is just "what the doctor ordered." Your fine
garments will be returned to you with "newness"
in every fiber...a "drape" instead of a "droop"...
and the original finish restored.
ONLY

Hood By BY Goodricl
Thursday - Friday - Saturday Only

AVAILABLE AT YOUR FINEST PROTESSIONAL

BAY FAMILY SHOE STORE
telephone' 472-1700

What does
City' She
accomp•in
perform a
Miss T

NO-IRON DRESSES

Co-Cha
Premium easy care and permanent press fabrics in regular models. Plaids,
solids ond fancies

MAYP1
Co-chai
in both
County for
John She
for re-elec
ate.
Supporte
senator

Bonanza for busy mothers,
Not •ven a touch of on iron
needed on these smart
fashions! Dacron polyester
and cotton, Fortrel polyester
and cotton in wide choice
of plaids, solids, combine-

— Teriffic Selections!
— Sizes S -M • L- XL

tiontl

Newest fall styles in Drosses and Jumpers!
NNW

Koratran and no'
lion plaids with
button-down collars. All BetterQuality and all
Sizes 8 to 18

- The outMEMPHIS
going chief of the Shelby County Democratic party said Sunday the Democratic party in
Tennessee will find "n e w
strength" because of the nomination of former Gov. Buford
Cllington in the primary last
Thursday.
"The party will take on new
strength with his leadership,"
said James Irwin, who turned
the county Democratic reins
over to Lewis Tallaferro. "He
has the Political experienceand
has been a leader of the party
before."

simply machin•
wash and tumble dryl

Pr•ss and cora. ar• psernon•ntly
baked in to last wash after washl
Black, ton, oliv• in Ivy and ContiSonforic•d
nental models

NO-IRON
Ladies Blouses
_— Sires 32 to 38pastels,

ox

$3

All whites,
solids,
checks
— Dacron Polyester and cotton

. NO-IRON WESTERN

"P-N-H" JEANS
29 to 36 $4 Boys'

3

$

• 5-6w" Aim, I5-ISerilpsintill-14
• Sean selld colon berry irre,
Neck
• Deem potymtor and mem

Authentic popular western model of
permanent press 50% polyester, 50%
no ironing evert
cotton d•rurn
Blue, block, laden or ton

Breathitt Aide
Takes Leave To
Help With Campaign
— Fm
FRANKFORT
tame Banks Jr. will start a
as ad1
Aug.
absence
leave of
ninistrative assistant to Gov.
,NiAwartl T. Breathitt to become
'
state campaign coordinator for
the Dernocnxtic ticket in November. He will return to his regular job after the election.
Democratic State Campaign
Chairman Lawrence Weatherby
said Thursday Banks will operate at state Democratic headquarters at Frankfort.

week by Chief Harry Sebastian
who was angered by publicatior
of a story Tuesday.
The story concerned a breakin at a nurses' residence behind
a hospital.
A newspaper spokesman said
Thursday the story wag given to
the Register by Sebastian with
the understanding that the hospital administrator must clear it
before it could be run.
The newspaper says it at-

Rugged and Packed with Value..our -Diamond II

BOYS' Western JEANS
PROPORTIONS
• REGULAR
• SLIM
• HUSKY

79
'Blue 13'.-ounce
*Sand 11'..ounce
Lowest Price Yell

'Regular I

The texture of heather in newest
fashion colors All wools, Orlon
acrylics, wool blends Soo our
great collection now!

"FRUIT
of the
\

101Y", Acetate
Sizes 4 - 14

Loom-

Underwear
Men's Briefs,
1st Shins,
or Shorts ...

• bl-mck pullemrs. conforms
• Clossir cardigans

PAN

models and
Boys' Briefs, All his favorite
Teo Shirts, colors. Button downs, regular$
or Shorts . collars. Turtleneck dickies and
Western, Sizes 8 to 18

39c

tAen's 61/2-12
Soy's 21/1-6
Youths' 11-2

suction soles
Sure-footed, molded
lost
-conforming
•
Scientific, foot
nso
on ile
cushi
•
Shockproof Ofdi
en,hi or low
•
canvas upp
duty
Heavy
•

plus a big selection

Wide cAsig• in nnefee
trignits, cotton. Tnlinironl
or ivintnnbil

Genuine
Basketball

• "Poor Soy' nlitmd Pullover

s1.

WASHABLE CASUALS
('''''"°"" '"`et•
win arch innellen
sturdy rubber solos

All Wool Skirts
Dyed-to-Matchl

Featuring "P. V. C" seits
GUARANTEED

fieshion-srnort styles, rich mellow
feathers an outstanding selection!

Women's 4-10
Girls'
12'A-3

•-,•

$

to outwear app.&

Dozens of Styles
for BOYS and GIRLS

wow.

Phone 472-3657

/yew Business Is Appreciated — Billy Gilbert, M

• BEST SELECTIONS • EASY TERMS • GUARANTEED SATISFACTION...ALWAYS'

Bureau urges better street
lighting as a means of overcoming this problem and making streets safer for drivers
and pedestrians alike.
By illuminating the pavement continuously, street light-

ing enables the driver to see as
far ahead at night as in daytime. Properly designed, such
:ighting also enables drivers to

see danger apprmiching trom
the sides.
What you can't see can kill
you.

)74'
!!IMPri
ig
Ij
go-powered
these
on
low
jolting
a
at
running
are
Prices
RAMBLERS at KINGS!Check with the friendly three today!
The person with 20,40 daytime vision may have only 20/
100 vision at night according
to authorities. Driving at night,
guided only by car headlights,
such a person suffers much the
same effect as if wearing dark
glasses and blinders—a lethal
combination.
Ability to see straight ahead
is limited to range of the headlights, about 350 feet maximum.
Since headlights shiue only to
the front, lateral vision is virtually zero. The driver is in a
"tunnel of vision," seeing only
the road immediately ahead.
With the nighttime traffic
death rate two and a half times
the daytime rate, the Street
and Highway Safety Lighting

Among these outstanding buys
you will find

HUNTERS!

Two 1966 ROGUES,2 dr. hardtop, one gold & black and the
other is yellow & black.
Another is a RAMBLER ROGUE, 1966 model, gold & black
DISCOUNT
with 4 speed floor shift, a 290 V8 engine, R & H. power
steering 8/ brakes.
66 RAMBLER CLASSIC 700, 4 dr. sedan in a beautiful Britannia blue and
white.
See these and many

otner stampeeding bargdiAs Al! Al
REDUCED 'PRICES — NOW AT

For Your Hunting
Needs: Shotgun Shells,
Coats. Pants, Etc.
SEE US FIRST
boardwalk at Atlantic
What does a flanana Festival Princess do while waiting for the big chance on the
with Ray Taylor, her ;
City!' She keeps fit and vigorous by eating bananas that's what. Vicki is shown here
vail probably I
accompanist and the gent who wrote the words and music to her talent number that she
Princess Vicki is also I
perform at the Miss America pageant in Atlantic City. Oh, we forgot to tell you .
Miss Tennessee of 1966.

Co-Chairman Named
MAYI.tr.,bu, Ky.,
Co-chairmen have been named
In both Mayfield and Graves
County for the campaign of Sen.
John Sherman Cooper in his bid
for re-election to the U.S. Senate.
Supporters of the Republican
senator Thursday night named

r

Ed Rkgers and Miss Ladonna
Weaver city co-chairmen. County co-chairmen are James—"
Holloway, Star Route, and Mrs.
W. H. Green, Folsomdale.
Dr. Clem Burnett of Mayfield
has been named to head the finance committee, assisted by
Tom Weaver, Paul Multi n,s
Gene Miller, Bob Moseley and
Gentry Copeland.
IN NOM.vill
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4 Back To School Special!
.
Permanent - Press

JEANS

Tuf-Nuf, Wrangler Or H. I. S.

•
I• FINAL
•
E!
fSAL
•

,

Dàft

OF FINE

2 Piece
LIVING
• ROOM
•

•
•
SOFA MAKES BED --- BIG RECLINING CHAIR
•
•
•
4 COLORS---VYNAL MATERIAL
•
•
•
ADMIRAL
•

•
•

•

.
•FP SHOES •
• Thursday - Friday - Saturday!
•
•
•
•
•
• JACQUELINE HIGH FASHIONED SHOES
•
•
°COME EARLY
•
SAND SAVE!
•
OALL SALES
•
*CASH AND FINAL!

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

WE HAVE YOU1I SIZ

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

18 CUBIC FOOT CHEST FREUD"
Every Item
In
Our Store

•

•

•

•

•

On Sale
a Month
Of August

212 COIL
Innerspring Mattress
Matching Box Spring

$39.95

The Set

624 COIL
INNERSPRING MATTRESS
MATCHING BOX SPRING

$59.95

The Set

•

Fulton, Ky

0-0.•
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OVER Yz MILLION shi GREEN STAMPS
GIVEN AWAY THE FIRST 4 WEEKS OF
*TICIACIOE..,11/z MILLION MORE.TO
601.,. JOIN THE FUN.4E1 YOUR TIC*
)(TAC•TOE CARD TODAY AT ViGGLY WIGGLY!
4

SouTH

FULTON

.000 Stant

Winner! 25.000 Stamps Winner!

50,000 Winner

12.500 Stamps Winn's!
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Sc. JOHN KRAOLFY

Mr.. ',try Adam.
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ill Coot1,1 A.. S. Pratt.,

000-MRS WALTER BEQUETTE , JR.
1000- MRS. OZELMA SEAY
.71k1000 GERAF Ito,:,44,!,:teR:MAN
I 000- MRS.HAZEL HUTCHINS
•

1

M

50,000 Winner!

istnal
4185,
ZIcLu

4

ieet

a

ill

MRS.Orchard
ALEX KING
441
00,4

l000-mR.ERwm SHEFFER
1000- MRS.GEORG1A CRAVEN

arc

MRS.Prankle
KARLLam
KINISORLIN 111
MRS.
COUNCII JAMES HICKMAN MOZ I. BILL
717
202 Vinci!, S. Ful
25,000 - M RS. MANTISE LANGSTON
4(
MILTON
••••••••V

41(

1000- MR.LESTER McWHORTER

f

:
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n:
Chea

25,000- M RS. MAMIE MERRYMAN
15,000- MR.JAMES H. HICKMAN

k *

ZELMA GUTHRIE

1 000- MRS.

GoDCHAuX
10La.

? 12,500- MR.JOE BARBER
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CL'SSIFIED
FOR SALE

tra BEST jOfe Outside paint
$5-35 per ga;:on. Ant:qu!az
made e7.sy. GA your kit :3.95.
Fultcn Paint St 0,15ss Co. 112
COrrunt‘rcial
REDUCE!
th Sleader-X in tablet or chewing
m form. Now available at
UTHSIDE DRUG

E

JOB OPPORTUNITIES

INCOME • SPARE TIME
No selling. Refill and collect
money from New Type coin operated d;spensers in this area. Must
have car, references, $550 to $1850
cash. Ten hours weekly can net
excellent income. More time can
result in more money. Fot personal interview write CO-REP.,
INC., 10 CALIFORNIA AVE.,
PITTSBURGH, PA., 15202. Include
phone number.

flOUTP UNDER PAR
_ OVER PAR
OVREC CHOWN ON AN
'CUMULATED BActc

•••••••••••dweisso.noona~mvied6esm
Hobbyists of •II ages wanted. A
picture of you and your hobby may
appear in The News if you call
Jackie Caraway at 472-1600 or
653-6473. Don't wait!

.
5

..1.0••••••••••10101•••••••••••••0111
)11•1•04/WIMMAN4

SHOP KASNOWS
During Fulton Bargain Days
Look at these low prices on summerl
merchandise
nn
One Rack Ladies Dresses
$
Valens to $10.00
I

,
1. 11'4i

PIN

U10 'ALAS

1

- WANTED SPARE TIME INCOME
Someone in upholstery work or
:Refilling and collecting money
m NEW TYPE high quality furniture refinishing - Write to
n operated dispensers in this UPHOLSTERY Box 448. Fulton, ,
ea, No selling. To qualify you Ky.
dust have car, references, $600 to
$1900 cash. Seven to twelve hours •
ITEMS
CONVALESCENT
itekly can net excellent monthly Wheelchairs, crutches, walkers,
come. More full time. For per- etc. are for rent or for sale ail
ismal interview write' P. 0. BOX SOUTHS1DK DRUG - 479-2282,
I
405, PITTSBURGH, PA. 15202.
*elude phone numbet.
SERVICES. Those of you who
have some service to offer have an
Peet tired looking for a job? opportunity in classifieds. Do you
riavcrtise your talent in the paint? do alterations? fix bicycles?
shopper, soak your feet and choose babysit? Make that spending monfrom the list of phone calls you re- ey - use Shopper classifieds!
Ceive. This ad would cost you $1.80.
Cheaper than half soles!
•••4
41,•••••••••404.0•64•••

ti

3

FOR SALE:

"CREAM OF THE
CROP"
63 FORD 2-dr 6 cyl; 1-owner,
Sharp
62 CHEVY II wagon; nice
62 NASH convertible; bucket
seats
61 RAMBLER 4.dr; clean
61 4 dr. PONTIAC; clean
61 OLDS Super-88 with power;
clean!
60 FORD 2-door; black
60 98 with air, real sharp
60 CHEVROLET Impala, 4-dr,
60 PLYMOUTH Valiant station
wagon; nice
60 FORD station wagon
60 STUDEBAKER, 00 St. Dr.
58 FORD station wagon; clean
56 CHEVROLET 4-door; clean
59 CHEV wagon, 4-door
55 CHEVROLET 4-door, clean
53 FORD station wagon; clean

Nice yellow free-stone
peaches. Pick your own
at $2.00 per bushel. Bring
your own container. 600
trees now ready. Located
seven Miles from Fulton
on the Fulton-Union City
Highway. Turn right at
Drive-1n Theatre.

i

$6 CHEVROLET 1.2.ton pick.
up; good condition
52 DODGE Van
SO GMC 3-4-ton; hydraulic lift
on rear
10-25 other cars, tracks

WILSON MOTORS
Dial 472.3162
US 45-51 Bypass, North

Phone 885-2529

Dial 472-1661 Open 6:45 PM
••

•••

•
DOUBLE FEATURE
Now Thru Saturday

HENRY JOANNE JASON
FONDA WOODWARD ROBARDS
A 818 HAND FOR
THE LITTLE 1.411Y
TECNNICAOr MIA WADER ND

OPEN EVERY NIGHT
,11' I

-PLUS-

ALEC GUINNESS

;Fulton - Union City HilIONIPP

ALWAYS
TWO TOP FEATURES

NT NO?SUMS"
PARAI/01,1i Pr:A

Sunday

Thru Wednesday

THUA - FRI - SAT
AUGUST 111 19 20

It's electric when
their paths cross
and double-cross!

"TOWN TAMER"
Starring
Dana Andrews
Terry Moore
AND
"BEACH BALL"
Starring
Edd Byrnes
The Supremes
AUGUST 21. 21, 23. 24
SUN - MON - TUES WED
THIS IS AN ADULT
PROGRAM

GREGORY SOPHIA
PECK
WREN
STANLEY BONEN

"LORNA"
Starring
Lorna Maitland
Hal Hopper

ARABESQUE

A NI D
"DARLING"
Starring
Julie Christie
Lawrence Harvey

TINCHNICOLON•
PANAVISION.
A UNIVERSAL RELEASE

"STAGECOACH"
Next!

1

Ken-Tenn Auto Sales,
..
•.
----.„.•-..,....,...
- -i--41

Gtneral Electric range; factory
575.
rebuilt
Norge refrigerator, good $29.95
Cushion floor - $2.25 Sq. Yard
DeLuxe frost-clear Gibson re$149.95
frigerator
Large chifferobe; good - 539.95
Three gas ranges - "as - is"
$20.
1 Ertctric range, good
2.piece living room suite,
$50.
good.
8 ecistead, posturepedic mat.
good;
spring;
box
tress and
$60.
complete outfit ..

WADE'S USED

United Fund
Drive Is Set
To Collect Funds For
7 Agencies In October
A goal of $30,000 has beer
announced for Obion County's
first United Fund Drive which
will be conducted in October.
With
this announcement
came notice that the drive will
represent all but one of the
charitable groups which formerly conducted drives in the
county.
The Cancer Fund Is the
latest charitable agency to Join
United Fund, swelling the number represented by United Fund
to seven. Other members are
Red Cross, Mental Health, Boy
Scouts, Girl Scouts, March of
Dimes and Cerebral Palsy.
This leaves only the Heart
Fund outside of the United Fund.
Johnny Fowler, publicity chairman for United Fund, said this
morning that state and rational
policies make it impossible for
the Heart drive to Join United
Fund,
Mr. Fowler said that the
United Fund will also lend support to the Area Council on
alcoholism, which is setting
up a local office.
Under the United Fund program, all businesses and persons who have been contributing
to each of the seven agencies
reprecented, will now need only
make one contribution each
year. It is hoped that contributions will equal what formerly was given to all seven,
The campaign committee
will meet soon with representatives of various industries in
order to explain United Fund,
Another portion of the plan will
be to set up some type of payroll deduction plan with employes of industry in order
that thay, too, may contribute
to the seven charities represented.
In other cities with similar
programs, employes usually agree to donate one hour's wages
per month to United Fund. If
this is done here is is believed
the drive will reach its
goal of
$30,000.
Directors of the United Fund
have voted to Join the
Nattoord
organization and to order
the
necessary materials for
the

FRIDAY
NIGHT
-or

FISH
FRY!

Funds To Hickman Library
May Be Stopped By State

local drive. The local drive
will also benefit from advert'sing done by the national
organization during the month
of October.

Winds of Change
in Autumn Beauty

fur library and bookmobile use
in Hickman County, and also
will discontinue cash support in
state aid grants.
State funds are already being
withheld and all assistance will
be terminated, if the reduction
in income is not restored.
All state supplies and materials to the local library will be
withdrawn.
The reduction in funds came
about when the Hickman County Board of Education failed to
pay $600 during the past fiscal
year for contracted services.
The beard said at the time
that it was without funds to
make the contract paymen t.
School Supt. Dentis McDaniel
told library board members this
week that he is hopeful that
arrangements can be made in
the near future for the board to
pay the $600 for services it was
unable to pay during the past
fiscal year.
The school board has received
for a number of years regular
aookmobile service at all the
public schools in the county under a contract with the regional
library. More than 30,000 volumes were distributed during
the past year from the bookmobile and public library in Clinton.

•

BEST

USED FURNITURE

DERBY
Yr At1111,

de 6,

I

MOTOR & CAR REPAIRS
ALIGNMENT
BRAKE WORK
MOTOR TUNEUP
MAJOR OVERHAUL

Call 472-1762
For
Cecil McDaniel
and Jerry Turner

Cecil's Garage
Next door to Treas & Menees Ser. Sta.

Lake St

Bargain Days Specials
werre•1001.00••sradweasewerainea.asewe.,......esse,..din,.....,,,am,„„ie

Thursday-Friday -Saturday

Now onl $2.98
One Table Men's

WORK AND CASUAL PANTS
Values to $4.98

EXCHANGE
TURNITURE. CIL

Now only $2.50
Boys sizes 8 to 12

CASUAL SCHOOL PANTS
Regularly $3.98

' WEEKEND SPECIALSThursday, Friday, Saturday

Now only $2.00
ALL BOYS SPORT SHIRTS

REXALL FACIAL TISSUE

22c Box

REXALL ASPIRIN, 100 tablets
FAST PERMANENT

49c

$1.00

BRITE SET HAIR SPRAY

59c

Giant 14-ounce size

Giaat Reg. $1.29 Size

EXCHANGE.

EVANS REXALL DRUG STORE
Lake Street. Fulton
iztEssoctonsmossom%

Regularly $2.98

Now only $1.98
ALL MENS SPORT SHIRTS
Buy 2 at the regular price and the third one for Oc

buy it at

Furniture Company

Mens& Boys Swim Trunk $1.00
Mens $2.98 Shirts . . . $1.99 I
Mens $3.98 Shirts . . . $2.99 1
Group Mens Slacks Val.$5.98 $2.99
Ladies and Children Shoes $1.00
Bath Towels 22 x 44 size 2for $1.00
Hand Towels . . . 3for $1.00
I Was!!
5for $1.00

Valued at $4.98

REXALL AEROSOL SHAVE CREAM _ 64c
RESTAURANT
.Fulton, Ky.

$1.00

SLEEP WEAR

Regularly $2.00

CLEANEST

Group Skirts - Knee Pants

Fall and Winter

weeping in with the brilliant
Autumn breeze, a new look
in young sophistication. Sumflier's lazy laissez-faire gives
way to Autumn's heightened vitality. Alive -in-Wonderland
manes take on a grown-up air
with the addition of an Infanta
switch. Fashions defy cold
weather with hot autumn-leaf
shades of red, orange, yellow
and plum, and complexions
must hold their own against
such onslaughts of color with
the addition of blushing cheek
tints. 1.ips echo the gold of harvest time and huge October
moons. Coty's new golden
Cremesticks add elegance to innocence with "Spanish Gold,"
a warm, glowing rose; "Fool's
Gold," tawny,luscious caramel;
and "Gone Gold," pure precious
gold to be worn alone, over or
under other shades.
reita5111$11$111:94:94WMICISSNW“alFarawassma

Regular 59c Box

and

5 to 12 p. in.
All you can eat $1.25
Children 75c \
"s.

4.

HOLE-IN-0154-Bobby Nichols of Louisville takes a close look
at the ball which plunked Into the cup for a hole-in-one on
the second hole during
third round of the $92.000
"500" Festival Open gold tournq
olis. Nichols used a 11-Iron on the par three, nn-yard hate.

CLINTON, Ky.,
-The
Hickman County Library is
faced with t h e probability of
having all state and federal aid
cut off due to a reduction in
local income.
Miss Margaret Willis of the
Department ofLibrariesin
Frankfort Is a s informed Mrs.
Enl Sensing, chairman of the
county library board, that should
this come about the Department
of Libraries will stop sending
books, records and magazines

Furniture Store
Phone 4723421
Fulton

Summer Blouses Values to $2. $1.00 1
Mens & Boys Walking Shorts I
1/2 Price

USED FURNITURE
BARGAINS

For The
Fresh Caught Fish
Hush Puppies, Slew
Tarter Sauce
French Fries

1

Need a Truck?
Bill has a l', ton
56 c hey. with good tires, flat bed
and ready for your fall trucking.

_.1200 TREES NOW READY

Flippen s Peach Farm

3..

I

MENS DRESS SHIRTS
Short sleeves; values to $3.98; all sizes

Now only $2.00

THE LEADER STORE
434 Lake Street
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Fulton, Ky.
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GET IT MERE!

WE INVITE YOU TO CHECK OUR SHELF PRICES WITH ANYONE

OUR AD RUNS FOR 5 BIG DAYS NOT JUST 3 DAYS

PRODUCTS
(THE BIG DADDY BACON) WITH AN ADDITIONAL $5.00 PURCHASE, EXCLUDING MILK and TOBACCO

REELFOOT

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

SLICED

1

LIMIT I PLEASE
a
f

lb.

BAC
IIIMMINIIM821111111011•111=11111111M111M1111k
BrEr 11,1)1. CSN

\DV A
—.49c PORK

FRANKS
REELFOOT FANCY

SIRLOIN

MEAT

REELFOOT

12 ."."

REELFOOT

PAM I

-190 ROtitin

STEAK

113
.59( HAMBURGER

99c BOLOGNA

SAUSAGE

890

' TEAK
S

790

CL T

D 39(

LB
59°
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Obi*
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"
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INVITE

TRY
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S. CHOICE ,c9RItlfD

U.

FROM OUR KITCHEN

SPEN

B
"ANGE.

PIES

POTATO

"

°°C('''"

35(

SALAD

ilJE
Eg
O
49( 4:0

SALAD

:4NBERRY
'

49c FAT

SALAD

MACARONI

25c BANANA

SALAD

BOLOGNA

89c

NUT

49c

g
E
1-13. 29( rEi
l SIDE

BACK

BREAD i§c HOG

29(

BONES

1§c NECK
CHICKENS 6

45(

BOLOGNA

LB 39( RAG
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n.
in

- 21.111/111111118.

h.
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fo
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U.

DELSEY

III
BANANAS

of

BATHROOM

2

WITH AN ADDITIONAL $5.00 PURCHASE,
EXCLUDING MILK & TOBACCO PRODUCTS

IS OZ.
19( PEAS
NTA ROSA CRUSHED

IC

4

CORN

ICE

4

$1

27,I7 V

MILK

GALLON

1.8. 49

BABY

WE

6 f(m

SAUSAGE

INVITE

YOU

TO

Si CAN

DOG

OUR
CHECK
BLACKBURN MAUI:
CRYSTAL WHITI

FOOD

SHELF

2 FOR

SYRUP
13)

Double Quality Stamps
ON WEDNESDAY PLUS LOW — LOW PRICES!

15(

380

BEANS 4 F0R $1

4 --

DRINK

65( ALUMINUM

25c

lb.

HOME GROWN
LB.

PLATES

BONDWARE
100 COUNT

69(

15

PEACHES

cpflEE

59( PINTO

CUPS

1PER BOX

na
ce
wi
th •

ev •
pla
lev
No
ha
thr
tak
Wa.
ste

PLUS QUALITY STAMPS

CHASE 8 SANBORN

LB.
77(

BEANS

4

LB.
BAG

59(

WE HAVE EVERYDAY LOW PRICES

WITH
ANYONE
MRS. HUBBARD
LUCKY MARSHMALLOW
PIES

se
re.
tiv
th
th
ab

ga
ad.
•.
ins
ref
wa
lea.

80 COUNT
PAPER

$1

FEET
FOIL

LETTUCE

49c PAPER

PRICES

QUART

WASHING

POWDER

5

32°Z

FOR 19

E
"
v
rvis)
59( HANDI ,,WI lipp

16 OZ.

WE INVITE YOU TO CHECK
OUR SHELF PRICES WITH ANYONE

PEAS

FOOD

VIENNA

E

EXTRA FANCY

CANTALOUPES

303 SIZE

$1 CUT GREEN
FLING 46 OZ. CAN

39c FRUIT
(WE PUSH HOME TOWN PRODUCTS) DIAMOND
oiEEs

7

FRESH

FOR

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE

FULTON PURE MILK
COTTAGE

ni

lE
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oEw1,;
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MILK

WESTERN GROWN

5 CANS
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5
79( ASPARAGUS
DIG 46 OZ. CAN
LIBI3Y'S UNSWEETENED

Si PINEAPPLE
7 I.TON PURE MILK

39( SWEET

DEL MONTE

FOR

4

300 SIZE
15 1/2 OZ

BEANS

N.
GREAT
•U
SWIFT'S or I IjUN

ROLLS

LIMIT I PLEASE

BUSH'S BEST NO. I SIZE

s"..1100L DAB 303 SIZE

PRIDE OF II 11M
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,
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as

NIAGARA (REGULAR 79C SELLER)

3 $1.00
FOR

SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE
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2207,. CAN
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